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Two sided
Mayor Lanman and President Rives
give -candid interviews.
Pull-out Section B

alk says crisis justified
andling of hiring search
Eastern vice president said
sday that criticisms of his
'ng of a June 1989 hiring of
istant vice president would
alid" under normal circum-

s.
owever, Vice President for
itutional
Advancement
en Falk said that a computer
are collapse that had threatthe existence of the developt office's records of donations
e university contributed to a
is situation" in his office that
· ed he fill the position quicknormal circumstances, we
e a strong commitment to
ative Action," Falk said.
oard
of
Governors
eswoman Michelle Brazell
the BOG disagreed that
nnative Action guidelines
d to be circumvented.
ere was time to do everyit took to hire a candidate

from out of state .. . There was
time to conduct a public search,"
she said.
Patricia Rea, BOG assistant
vice chancellor for legal affairs,
began an investigation into the
June 1989 hiring of Arthur
Rathjen as assistant vice president
for development last summer
after Eastern 's Faculty Senate
sent a letter to the BOG claiming
that the hiring process did not
conform to BOG Affirmative
Action guidelines.
Falk, who took his position in
April 1989, said the computer
system that Eastern used to record
donations to the university was
corrupting the information it
stored. Falk later discovered that
Eastern was the largest user of the
system, and the system was probably too small for the information
it was expected to handle, including a record of all donations made
since 1984.
He cited a $40,000 contribution
that disappeared from the system's memory, and he said the

system had created several "fictitious" donations.
"We knew at this rate we
would not be able to sustain the
annual fund operation through fiscal year 1990," he said. "We had
to deal with the situation rapidly,
or we felt the computer base
would not be viable."
Judith Anderson, Eastern 's
director of Affirmative Action,
said that Qespite the computer
software emergency, she and Falk
expected to have more time to
conduct the job search. Although
the recruitment plan for the position was completed April 26,
1989, the position was not
approved by President Stan Rives
until May 19, 1989.
"It was not an exemplary
search, and it was not typical of
the way a search process unfolds
(at Eastern) for faculty or administrative positions," she added.
Rea found that announcements
of the job search were sent only
• Continued on page 2A

Aim High
Kathy Glynn and Keith Wolcott brush up on their juggling skills during a juggling club meeting Thursday evening on the Library Quad.

orbachev promises push for democratic reforms
OSCOW (AP) - President
·1 S. Gorbachev purged his
ernment Thursday of the
e and crafty" men who tried
ust him, and promised a
wed push for democratic
rm. But his position was
diately challenged by the
ing popularity of the ma.!l
'ted with rescuing him, Boris
in.
Yeltsin! Yeltsin!" tens of
usands of flag-waving,
tling demonstrators shouted
Red Square, just beyond the
Is of Gorbachev's Kremlin
They
demanded

Gorbachev resign and suggested
he go on another vacation.
"Shame!" marchers cried as
they passed the Defense Ministry,
whose chief was involved in the
failed coup. "Hangmen!" they
shouted outside the KGB headquarters. ·The crowd cheered wildly as five giant cranes toppled a
14-ton statue of secret police
founder Felix Dzerzhinsky. Some
also painted a swastika on the
KGB building.
Fireworks lighted the evening
sky over Moscow as the jubilant
capital celebrated the coup's collapse.

Among other fast-moving
developments Thursday: _Soviet
Interior Ministry soldiers withdrew from broadcast facilities in
the Lithuanian republic's capital,
seven months after the bloody
invasion of the building in which
13 people died.
_President Bush lifted the
freeze on economic help to the
Soviet Union. Bush also said he
sees an opportunity to accelerate
the talks leading to independence
for the Baltics.
Gorbachev, moving quickly to
tighten his grip on power and
punish the plotters, detailed his

purge of the hard-liners, including
Defense Minister Dmitri Yazov.
He named a new acting KGB
chief, interior minister and
defense minister, and said he
would do everything to "drive out
the reactionary forces from the
Communist Party." He promised
punishment for the plot's
ringleaders as well as "a proper
evaluation of those who waited on
the sidelines and refused to
oppose" the three-day coup.
Five of the eight leaders were
arrested, one committed suicide,
one was hospitalized and one was
a fugitive.

Gorbachev said his captors
attempted to force him to surrender by threatening his family and
trying to weaken him psychologically.
He recounted that he called
them "adventurers ... you will kill
yourselves, but the hell with you,
it's your problem, do what you
want to do, but you will also kill
the country ... now that we are
close to the signing of the Union
Treaty." Gorbachev said he
would meet Friday with leaders of
the nine republics who support
the new Union Treaty.

NEW YORK (AP) - Three
nights of violence and a bottlethrowing rejection of Mayor
David Dinkins' call for peace left
racial tensions unchanged
Thursday in a Brooklyn neighborhood where black activists are
demanding 'an arrest and Jews are
asking for protection.
Police on Thursday threatened
mass arrests if the fighting continues.
"We cannot, we will not tolerate
lawlessness,"
Police
Commissioner Lee Brown told a
news conference. He said police
Thursday night would saturate the
strife-riven area, home to about
300,000 people.
"There has been death, there
has been pain ... lawlessness and
violence is not the answer to our
problems," Dinkins told about 75
people who applauded politely.

He was making his third visit for peace.
Groups of angry, mostly young
in four days to Crown Heights, a
mostly black neighborhood where blacks and Hasidic Jews have
an ultra-Orthodox Hasidic Jewish battled each other in bottle- and
sect has its international head- rock-flinging melees every night
quarters.
since Monday, when 7-year-old
Earlier in the day, blacks again Gavin Cato was killed.
The child died when a car in an
denounced the failure of city officials to arrest a Hasidic man entourage of Rebbe Menachem
whose car struck and killed a Mendel Schneerson, spiritual
black child Monday, igniting the head of the Lubavitchers, went
· out of control and jumped onto a
streets.
Jewish groups called for city sidewalk.
protection f(om violence that has
Rioting erupted within hours.
assumed anti-Semitic overtones. A visiting Australian rabbinical
Demonstrators have burned a students was fatally stabbed in
home-made Israeli flag and car- what police said was retaliation
ried signs bearing such slogans for the accident.
The neighborhood was a shamas: "Hitler didn't finish the job!"
Dinkins, facing one of the worst bles Thursday. Broken glass and
crises of his 20-month-old admin- bricks littered the streets. A
istration, reiterated a call for burned-out police van, gutted and
smashed, sat near the accident
calm.
Gov. Mario Cuomo also called site.
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WHAT'S NEW AT
Friends & Co.?

Falk
• Continuedfrompage IA
to Illinois universities, and although
the letter announcing the position
was not mailed until May 19, 1989,
an application deadline of May 31,
1989 was indicated. Rea determined that this allowed about eight
working days for vice presidents
and directors of development to
inform qualified individuals of the
opening and for the individuals to
send a resume.
The search yielded only one candidate, Rathjen, who was actually
interviewed by a search committee
formed to recommend a candidate
to fill the position. Rathjen learned
of the position in April, one month
before the job announcement was
mailed, when he called Falk, who
he worked with at Alma College in
Alma, Michigan, from 1982-84, for
a personal reference.
Falk said he also verbally
informed colleagues he felt might
be interested in the opening, and he
encouraged at least one Eastern
employee, a woman, to apply for

the position.
Anderson explained, "Certainly,
at the time (the May 31 deadline
plan was set), we didn't anticipate
an eight-day posting. The expectation was that we would be advertis- .
ing for a longer period."
Brazell said, "Patricia Rea found
it was an abbreviated job search."
The brief application period
"would have a chilling effect on
anyone who would want to apply
or recommend.
"Regardless to the circumstances
leading to a short application period, the fact is that there was a short
application period, and that's the
problem we're dealing with,"
Brazell said. "With the methods
used, they could not have recruited
minority and female applicants."
Falk pointed out that his handling of the Rathjen hiring was not
typical, and he has conducted two
subsequent hiring searches that
have conformed more closely to
Affirmative Action guidelines.
And Anderson pointed to
Eastern's record for hiring minori-

509 Van Buren Ave.
•New Hours: 11 am - 1 am
Monday - Saturday
•Open Mondays
•Sports Bar Opening This Monday
•Grill Open ALL DAY 11 :00 am - 1 am
•New Entertainment Format
•New Owners

ties during the past year. Out of 15
administrative and professional hirings at Eastern, three, or 20 percent,
resulted in the hirings of minorities.
Eastern's record on faculty hirings
was not as good this year, she said,
as three of 40 positions were filled
by minorities.
"I think the outcome of the
review and the discussions between
Eastern 's administration and the
chancellor's office ... have concluded that the university does need to
strengthen its efforts to recruit
minority and woman candidates.
That point, we're all agreed to," she
said.
"My goal is to look forward ...
and to get on with the implementation of that recommendation."
Anderson said Rives has asked
her to meet with the Faculty Senate
within the next couple of weeks to
discuss ways t~ improve this
recruitment.
"I am looking forward to meeting with the Faculty Senate and
hearing their ideas," she said.

Come in and check us out!

We offer a LARGE variety of
sorority novelties

-Date books
-Souvenirs
-Knick Knacks
-Balloons
-Candy
-Personalized items

Two ca-n didates
*Continued from page IA
have a choice rather than one candidate for office."
Combs has been a resident of Coles County for more
than 30 years, and said she will be able to make a difference in the community because she has gone
through the local school system.
"Mark Novak is a fine young man that will serve the
Republican Party well in his candidacy, but he is not
from Coles County," Combs said.
Another change Combs hopes to accomplish if elected is to make herself more visible to the people.
"She (Owen) was not a part of the court system as
much as she should have (been)," Combs said. "I think
she (Owen) has served many years, and it is time for
her to leave office."
Combs' opponent, Novak, a 1981 graduate of
Sangamon State University in Springfield, has been the

Billiard Bar
&

Restaurant

.

345-7849

assistant state's attorney since 1986 and currently is
first assistant to Owen.
"She (Owen) has done a very good job and has been
helpful to me," Novak said. "She has taught me many
things and given me experience."
Owen supports Novak and said she feels strongly
about his candidacy.
Novak plans to expand the office of forfeitures, hire
a prosecutor to handle drug cases and work with merchants with deceptive practice cases.
Owen said she is satisfied with the way her office
has been run through the years.
"We looked seriously at the repeat offenders and
paid special attention to them. In return, that protects
the people," Owen said. "My prime concern is protection from people who commit criminal offenses."

Mon - Thurs 9-8
Fri 9-6
Sat l0-5
Sun 1-5

OPEN

~tit

Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Daily 3 pm
• Sunday 12-8 pm

FRIDAY

JACKSON ST. AT RTE. 130

Lunch

DRIVE UP WINDOW

345.5722

•
•
•
•

Kegs in Stock
Quick Drive-In Service
Everyday Beer Specials
Large Selection of Domestic
and Imported Beers
• Fine Wines
• YOUR One-Stop Party Center!

.

Ribeye Steak Sandwich $3.95
Dinner

Bacon Cheese Burger Pizza $10.95
20 oz Draft Special

E.l.U. CAMPUS REP.
Don Petersen

Beer Garden Opens At 3 p.m.
Pool Is $1 Per Hour Until 8 p.m.
After 8 p.m. Pool Is Half Price
Big Screen TV

•

• Campus Rep Will Assist
In Your Party Plans
..
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News

The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall
and spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or
examinations, by the students of Eastern Illinois Univer.;ity. Subscr1>tion price: $28 per semester, $15
for summer only, $52 all year. The Daily Eastern News is a
of the Associated Press which is
entitled to exclusive use of au articles appearing in this paper. The.editorials on Page 4 represent the
majority opinion of the editorial board, all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News
editorial and business offices are located in the Buzzard Building, Eastern llUnois University. Second
class postage paid at Charleston, IL 61920. ISSN 0894o1599. Printed by Eastern Illinois University,
Charleston, IL 61920. Postmaster: Send address changes to The Daily Eastern News, Room 127
Buzzard Building, Eastern IMinois University. Char1eston, IL 61920.
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B offers weekend activity
o recruit student volunteers
JILL SAUTER
The University Board will treat stuts to an afternoon of carnival fun
rday in an effort to recruit student
lunteers and increase awareness of
organization.
The UB Recruitment Fair, to be
Id from I p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
brary Quad, will provide students
h information about the group's
ction on campus and how to get
olved. The fair will also provide
and entertainment.
ccording to UB Chair Trevor
, the Recruitment Fair will feathe entertainment of the Jesse
'te Tumbling Team from Chicago,
ell as a variety of games.
here will be booths set up with
ival-type games," said Brown,
'ng that the games are free and
will be awarded.
tudents can also enjoy their
rite carnival food, such as
uts, popcorn and sno_wcones,
said.
asically, (the fair) is a recruitt tool and a way for students to
liarize themselves with the UB,"
Ceci Brinker, assistant director of

student activities/minority affairs.
The UB provides Eastern students
with affordable quality programming
and entertainment, including comedians, concerts, lectures, movies, homecoming activities and special events,
Brown said.
Students who are interested in student leadership and bringing quality
entertainment to campus are encouraged to get involved in the organization, he added.
"The UB is an excellent leadership
opportunity ... and an excellent way to
meet people," Brown said.
Brinker said the UB volunteers can
develop valuable organizational, promotional and social skills which they
will carry with them after they graduate.
In addition, students may also
acquire negotiation skills in dealing
with entertainers and their agents.
"Students may find that the same
skills may come in handy somewhere
down the line in- their future careers,"
Brinker noted.
Although the work can be hard at
times, Brinker said the UB is a learning experience that can also be a lot of
fun.

Fulbright grants offered
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

For some Eastern students, studying in
Charleston does not offer certain opportunities they might want before graduation, so
perhaps a Fulbright scholarship may be the
answer for them.
A Fulbright scholarship, available
through the Study Abroad Office for graduating seniors and graduate students, is a
one-year grant which pays for a student's
expenses while the student studies in a foreign country. The grant covers transportation, tuition, books, health insurance, gives
a maintenance allowance for a university in
a foreign country for one year, and in some
cases, provides for foreign language train-

.

~·

There are 670 scholarships now available
from the nationwide program, said
Wolfgang Schlauch, Eastern 's Fulbright
adviser.
"Only about four to six students are interested from the university and two or three
apply annually," Schlauch said.
For those interested, study opportunities
exist in Central and Latin America, Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Turkey and the
United Kingdom.
Although there are more than 15 countries to choose from, competition for
English-speaking countries is the highest

because of the language, Schlauch said.
"Five scholarships are available for
Australia and 53 students applied nationwide last year. That's a ratio of I to 10. That
means only one student out of ten was
selected for that country last year," Schlauch
said.
Students interested in applying for a
Fulbright grant must submit their application forms, transcripts, three letters of reference from Eastern teachers and study projects to the Eastern Fulbright Committee
before Oct. 16.
After the committee receives the applications, each applicant will be invited by the
Fulbright Committee for an interview. The
committee will follow up by submitting its
recommendations and ratings for each applicant to the Institute of International
Education in New York, which will make
the final selection and notify each applicant
of its decision in January.
While students might feel discouraged
from applying for the scholarships because
of the nationwide competition, Schlauch
said former Eastern students have been
among those who received the grants.
"Two students applied last year from
Eastern and one graduating senior in international relations and speech communications went to Austria," Schlauch said.
"The Fulbright scholarship gives students
the opportunity to broaden their horizons,
improve language skills and learn culture,"
he added.

rmer military official_
eads guilty to bribery
SHINGTON (AP) - A
r high-ranking Air Force
pleaded guilty Thursday
spiracy and bribe-taking
five-year investigation
Pentagon procurement
d "Operation Ill Wind."
r D. Cohen, once the
assistant secretary of the
orce in charge of buying
command, control, com'cations and computer sys' pleaded guilty before U.S.
'ct Judge Claude Hilton in
dria, Va.
ration Ill Wind," headed
e U.S. attorney's office in
andria, has led to the conn of 45 defense company
utives, Pentagon officials
independent defense consul' as well as five corpora, said Assistant U.S.
ey Joseph Aronica.
ohen, 55, agreed to plead
to one count of accepting
'be as a government official
one count of conspiracy to
ud the United States, combribery and conversion of
ment property.
e faces a maximum of 20
s in prison and a fine of
,000 when he is sentenced
. 6. The plea agreement
ires him to cooperate with
ities.
onica said the government

Back to school
dance features
special effects

expected Cohen to "cooperate
fully with us and to assist us in
the continuing investigation into
fraud in defense procurement."
Melvyn Paisley, an assistant
secretary of the Navy, was the
highest ranking Pentagon official to plead guilty in the investigation.
He faces up to 30 years in
prison and fines up to $750,000
when he's sentenced Sept. 27 on
charges of conspiracy to defraud
the government, bribery and
theft of government property.
"Vic Cohen was a deputy
assistant secretary of the Air
Force," Aronica said. "He's just
one step below Mel Paisley's
level on the Air Force side. He's ·
a muckety-muck." The Ill Wind
probe began in the summer of
1986 but wasn't revealed until
June 14, 1988, when federal
agents searched the offices and
homes of defense firms, consultants and Pentagon officials in
12 states and the nation's capital. Cohen's Pentagon office and
home in Potomac, Md., were
searched that day.
A week later, then-Defense
Secretary Frank Carlucci
ordered that the half-dozen
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Staff photographer
Pentagon officials targeted by
the probe, including Cohen, be
reassigned to jobs not involved
Bill Poteete, Drew Davis, Steven Whitlow and Ted Trueblood, seen
with military procurement.
biking on Fourth Street Thursday, cycle about 40 miles each day.

On the road again

Sale geared for - scholarship fund
ice
President
for
itutional Advancement
hen Falk and Assistant Vice
sident for Development
ur Rathjen worked together
Alma College in Alma,
higan from 1982-1984.
Falk did not work with
thjen from that time until
jen was hired at Eastern in
1989.
e News incorrectly reportthis fact in Tuesday's edition.
News regrets the error.
~

-

By KRISTA STIFF
Staff writer

The staff of Stevenson Hall is
sponsoring a weiner roast set for 11
P..m. Friday on the Stevenson patio
facing Marty's.
Hot dogs will be 50 cents each
and free punch will also be served,
said Theany Chhoun, a resident
assistant in Stevenson.
Money from the roast will be
donated to the Sean R. McKinney
Memorial Scholarship Fund,
Chhoun said This new scholarship
is sponsored by the Housing

...... ,,, ................. ............ ..............
_

~

~
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...

··

Department and is also connected
with the Enoch Scholarship.
The Enoch Scholarship is for students who are already enrolled at
Eastern, Chhoun noted.
"We wanted to make this completely different. Instead of the
scholarship being for students
already enrolled, we wanted the
McKinney Memorial Scholarship
to be for incoming students," she
said.
Sean McKinney, the award's
namesake, died last summer of
leukemia, Chhoun said. He was an
associate counselor at Cannan Hall

and a full time counselor at Thomas
Hall. In remembrance of Sean, the
scholarship has been named after
him, Chhoun added.
The money raised at the roast
will be added to money already
earned, Chhoun noted.
"Other events have raised close
to $1,300 so far. We're just raising
more money to be put into the
fund," she said.
More events throughout the
semester will also raise money to
add to the fund, she said.
The sponsors hope to raise a
grand t°'81 of $5,000.

By JILL SAUTER
Activities editor

For entertainment this weekend, call on the U niv ersity
Board.
Students are invited to dance
the night away on Saturday to
celebrate the first week back to
school.
A "state-of-the-art dance
party," featuring a light_and fog
show, will be held from 9 p.m.
to I a.m. in the Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, said Ceci
Brinker, assistant director of
student activities/minority
affairs.
The cost of admission is $1
with a student ID.
The "Hot Mix Dance Party,"
sponsored by the UB, will entertain students with top 40, dance
and house music, UB Chair
Trevor Brown said.
"It's a good mixer for freshmen and upperclassmen," she
said. "Ir attracts a good mix of
the student population."
Brinker said this event is
1;1nique because it is one of the
few campus activities that
brings the entire campus together.
Last year, the party was very
successful, attracting about 600
students, according to Brinker.
Although the party doesn't
target a particular crowd, Brown
said the UB expects a lot of new
students to attend. However, he
added, it is open to the entire
campus.
Brinker said the party will
feature some promotional giveaways, such as T-shirts and buttons.
Vendors will also be available
for party-goers to purchase soda
and snacks, Brinker added. '
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Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Priority shifts
give Lumpkin
the upper hand
Once again the Lumpkin College of Business
has gotten the sweeter end of the lollipop
while the other colleges at Eastern are left with
the stick.
Following the General Assembly's budget
battle, Eastern was forced to cut its budget by
4.8 percent, causing the administration to prioritize and forgo an annual equipment budget
for all of Eastern' s colleges.
Lumpkin Hall opened last spring, yet
already Lumpkin College of Business plans to
•
•
purchase new computer
equipment to access year[________ old software for each of

I belieVe my buddy's gettin' jakea
There are certain things in this
world to which I believe.
I believe Shoeless Joe Jackson
was forced to throw the 1919
World Series. I believe Pete Rose
should be allowed into the baseball hall of fame. I believe Keith
Richards, not Mick Jagger, is the
Rolling Stones. I believe Elvis is
dead. I believe in freedom of
choice.
So I don't believe in censorship Tim
and the Parent's Music Resource Shellberg
Center.
But when I saw the cover of the Aug. 5 edition of
Time - which celebrated the anniversary of the Iraqi
takeover of Kuwait and carried the headline "Was It
Worth It? The Mess in Kuwait" - I didn't and still don't
know what to believe.
Although the story didn't deal with the war in general - it dealt mainly .with Kuwait getting itself back to
order and ongoings in the Middle East after the last of
the U.S. troops pulled out of that area, I started thinking if the 44-day-long war was really necessary.
I don't have an answer. I just have a lot more ques·
tions.
Should we have sent troops to the Gulf and should
we have been there in the first place? I don't know,
but the general consensus among my peers and
myself was "dunno, but they're out there so we've
had best support them."
It is this belief of mine which makes me not believe
in the protesters. Yo, hippie-wanna-bes; What if you
had a relative over there? Or your significant other? I
don't think anybody that has seen a loved one on his
or her way to the war would be bashing the war.
Case in point: On Jan. 11, a good friend of mine - a
full-time college student who spent one weekend in
the National Gt1ard - told me over lunch he was being
called in; a minimum six months, a maximum one

year. He was all shook down.
"I don't know what the hell is going to happen,
said. "What ifl don't come back?"
The .only thing I could muster up saying w
know it in my heart you'll make it back."
Fortunately, my belief was right. My friend n
made it to the Gulf region.
Yet he hasn't come home yet. My friend has
gone for well over the six-month minimum. The
was over in less than two months - a little ov
month after his activation. Even Schwartzkopf got
hell out of there before my friend did, and he wa
guy in charge.
I guess the boss can do whatever he pleases,
the boss and all.
But what disturbs me the most is the personal,
possibly professional, element of bad timing this d
in homecoming has caused. Prior to activation,
friend was being seriously considered for a newsp
job which he would have killed for. To make ma
worse, prior to activation, he was scheduled to gra
ate this last May.
I guess some echelons of military mentality fai
understand part-time guardsmen are part-ti
guardsmen for a reason.
One twist to the story: My friend never made i
the Gulf. Instead, he's been stationed in the Phillipi
The last time we heard from hi.m , he was do
great, but he was under volrano ashes.
I believe my buddy should write a book about
experiences this year.
But no matter what I believe about the wa
believe only one thing - something I believed prio
the war; since our troops were there, I rooted for
home team.
Still, every man needs something to believe
Today, I believe I'll be at Marty's for lunch.
-nm Shel/berg is the Verge editor and a columnist
The Daily Eastern News.

[d1tonal

their four departments that will allow them to
access their software located in Booth Library,
thus saving Lumpkin students and faculty a trip
across the parking lot.
An argument for accreditation, which
Lumpkin is currently applying for, is hardly a
defense for robbing Peter to pay Paul.
Coleman Hall is in desperate need of maintenance and toe Buzzard structure is approaching an almost hazard condition. Eastern's five
other colleges are in need of computer equipment and office space. The College of Health,
Physical Ed1.1cation and Recreation is 10 years
behind in replacing some teaching equipment.
And some ouildings do not even satisfy basic
handicapped accessibility standards.
Attentio1 is being focused solely on
Lumpkin in o ·der for the college to receive
accreditation?
Equipment money is tight this year, so priorities should be set by more basic criteria.
Provost and Vice President for Academic
ffairs Robert Kindrick said Lumpkin' s offices
ere allocated money to purchase equipment
on the status of an emergency.(?)
Perhaps granting the Buzzard Building new
omputers would be a foolish measure. Should
hey put them on the second ftoor, they would
useless to wheelchair-bound students. And
no doubt new software would only go to
aste on outdated computers in Coleman Hall.
Lumpkin computers will now have the luxury of accessing software in Booth Library. All
his, as Vice President of Business Affairs
arles Colbert said, "in the emphasis toward
etting the accreditation (for the College of
usiness)."
To say nothing of the favorable consideration
om the army of alumni that Lumpkin will
meday be turning out, to take their places in
re lucrative jobs than, say, teaching.
Over time priorities often change. Sadly, in
tern's case, so do standards.

The victor will never be
asked if he told the truth.
Adolf Hitler

Your turn
Renting textbooks
far more affordable
for poor students
Dear editor:
I've just finished reading Mike
Chambers' article on the textbook
rental system (Aug. 19) and feel
compelled to say a few words on
behalf of the way books are handled
at Eastern.
First, the system is one of the
major reasons I came to Eastern in
the first place.
I attended a junior college for 2
1/2 years and had to buy my books
every semester. Once I paid nearly
. $200 for seven books.
Second, college students aren't
made of money. In a time where
tuition and housing costs are rt~ng
the last thing we need is yet another
increase In our expenses. The current
recession doesn't help matters,
either.
Third, the one proposal mentioned, rent t\Ct;.rdcovers and buy
It

paperbacks, would get mighty
expensive. Even paperback books
can get very costly.
Last, a lot of the teachers I've had
here didn't use the textbooks much.
Despite this, they did a pretty good
job. Also, teachers at other colleges
often change texts frequently, making the books previously used virtually worthless (Once, I bought a book
for $35 and was offered $3 at buy
back time).
So I hope that Eastern retains the
Textbook Rental System. Changing to
a purchase system, even a partial
one, would place a greater financial
burden on students and their parents.
Please don't change one of the
things that makes Eastern appealing
and affordable.
Robert Gonko

Employee happy
about work hours
Dear editor:
"Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life at Last
I've Found You" ...again!

~ .,
.}
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.) . . . . . . . . .)

Rid at last of the dreaded 7:
instead of 8 to work.
Another half hour to enjoy
freshness of the morning, whe
be to look at the flowers, listen to
birds and see them on the
watch out the kitchen window
rabbit or squirrel, take a walk
by the pond, pick some toma
from the garden, linger with
newspaper and another cup of
fee, make the long distance
while the rates are less, or ev
snuggle with the pillow for an
wink.
And
watching L
Connection wide awake and wi
apprehension that I can't wake u
time...home at 47 ...with a little
practice, I could learn to live
that.
It's a wonderful feeling to
"Oh, What a Beautiful Morning"
I can enjoy It a little longer!

Name withheld by requ
Editor's note: We haven't the
foggiest...
ol :.I ,) ... \)

'.t ;)

~
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.J .....
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Union members
set to attend
weekend picnic

avings program
ids future students
Even though the cost of colge has continued to increase
recent years, a new savings
an presented by the Illinois
dent Assistance Commission
Springfield may financially
Ip the children of the future
ord college.
The new program, Illinois
liege Accounts Network,
gan Thursday and targets
"ddle income families to help
ance college.
"Typically, middle income
iii es are squeezed out of
ancial aid programs," said
bert Clement, public infor·on director for ISAC.
lement said the I CAN prom is meant to help parents
parents-to-be start up an
ordable college savings profor their children.
"The program encourages
ilies to save long range," he
ed.
·
The new program builds upon
success of the already-existIllin oi s College Savings
d program, Clement said.
owever, he added that the
d program only has the
bility of gaining $1,200,
ch is a small amount of

money considering the rising
cost of college.
Under the I CAN program,
three savings alternatives exist,
offering a larger long-term
interest, Clement explained.
Two of the three savings programs cost $25 to start and
require a $25 deposit to the
account each month.
The third option requires a
$100 initial deposit and $25
deposit each month.
This option also offers higher
interest bonuses to long-term
savers, Clement added.
The new savings program is
being offered to Illinois residents and out-of-state residents.
" There are tax breaks for
Illinois residents," Clement
noted.
Although it is more beneficial
to begin adding to these savings
programs when a child is
young , Clement encourages parents of high school students to
join the program as well.
"There won't be as much
money saved , but it will be
something," Clement said.
The first day the I CAN program began, ISAC received
more than 600 phone calls,
Clement said.
"It's been going very good so
far," he said.

SHANNON THOMAS\Photo editor

Bump it
Joel Cowen takes advantage of the 94 degree temperature Thursday by
showing off his volleyball skills at Greek Court.

-Staff report

Keating's fraud charges, rejected

ew charges pinned on Dahmer
WAUKEE (AP) - Prosecutors filed charges
· st Jeffrey L. Dahmer in three more dismemnt slayings Thursday,_raising to 15 the numof people he is formally accused of killing.
No charges have been filed in two other slaygs, one in Wisconsin and one in Ohio, that
orities say Dahmer has admitted. A prosecutor
said he did not plan any more charges.
One of the new charges alleges Dahmer had sex
'th a 14-year-old boy, then drugged and strangled
at the suburban West Allis home of Dahmer's
dmother.
The complaint said Dahmer dismembered the
y, identified as James Doxtator, "and smashed
bones with a sledgehammer and disposed of
." He identified Doxtator by describing two
1scars on his chest and from a photograph, the
plaint said.
o remains have been found in any of the three
cases.

Union members will get a
chance to meet and mingle
Saturday at Fox Ridge State
Park.
The Mideastern Illinoi s Labor
Council is sponsoring a picnic
to be held from 1 to 4 p.m. at
the park's brick pavilion.
Richard Dulka, president of the
labor council union, said the
picnic is free for all labor members.
"The central labor council is
the umbrella organization for all
the AFL-CIO organizations in 11.
given area, so since we're (a
large organization) we can't
always s_ee each other. The picnic is a time to get a free meal
and to socialize," Dulka said.
Activities planned for the picnic include clowns, a petting
zoo, a raffle and live entertainment.
"In the past years we have
gotten about 1,000 to attend,
fortunately not at the same
time," .Dulka said . "We expect
the same this year.
Dulka noted that the labor
council has been holding the
picnic at Fox Ridge State Park
since the picnic's beginning 13
years ago.
"We've always had it there;
it ' s really an nice facility," he
said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
judge hearing charges against former Lincoln Savings owner
Charles Keating Jr. Wednesday
rejected two central prosecution
theories of how Keating can be
convicted of fraudulent bond sales.
In another key ruling, Superior
Court Judge Lance A. Ito refused
to weaken the traditional instruction to a California criminal jury
about aiding and abetting a crime.
Ito's decisions, made at a brief
afternoon court session, are the latest in a string of setbacks to prosecutors seeking to convict Keating
of 20 securities fraud counts .
They came less than a week
before opening statements and
after lengthy negotiations in Ito's
private chambers, which the judge
said included vehement protests by

Victims Richard Guerrero, 25, and Edward
Smith, 28, also were identified by Dahmer through
photographs, the complaint said. It said Dahmer
had sex with all three victims before killing them.
Dahll}er, 3 l, spoke only briefly at the hearing,
saying he understood the charges against him and
understood that he could now be liable to 15 life
terms, plus a total of 150 years as a habitual criminal.
He also said he understood he was waiving his
right to a preliminary hearing, which had been
scheduled Thursday.
His attorney, Gerald Boyle, said he saw "no need
now for a preliminary hearing. I would learn nothing I don't already know." Dahmer, whose bail was
continued at $5 million, is expected to enter pleas
at his arraignment Sept. 10.
Boyle said while his client is competent to stand
trial, that does not mean he could not plead "not
guilty by reason of mental disease or defect."

the prosecution.
"It will open things up a bit for
the defense," Deputy District
Attorney William Hodgman, the
lead prosecutor, conceded outside
court.
The charges center on highyield, high-risk junk bonds issued
by Lincoln's parent company,
Keating's American Continental
Corp. The bonds became virtually
worthless when Lincoln collapsed
in the biggest thrift failure ever
and American Continental filed for
bankruptcy protection.
Thousands of investors were
hurt. Many were elderly Lincoln
depositors who contend they were
duped into trading safe certificates
of deposit for higher yielding
bonds portrayed as safe investments.
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OU PLAN IT
OU LOVE IT

OU CAN'T WAIT 'TIL IT STARTS.

T·s DANCING

0 MA N C I N •
HEN TIME TO DEPART.
UT ALAS!
OU JUST MET A CUTIE
HO SAYS YOU'RE A BEAUTY!
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T'S N EV E R T 0 0 LATE
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Scales tip for college freshmen
NEW YORK (AP) - Jennifer
Ferrara did better than many college freshmen: She gained only
IO pounds.
The "freshman 15" phenomenon - that freshmen commonly put on 15 pounds in their
first year away from home may be exaggerated, as some
specialists say, but no one
doubts that the tough changes
new students face often lead to
weight gain.
Many of the million or so
high school graduates who are
becoming freshmen this fall
have more independence than
they've ever known.
How they eat is just one of
many decisions they must make,
and often the effort of adjusting
to classes or roommates or
romance is appeased with food,
specialists say.
"We know that many people
eat when under stress, so in a
way the weight gain is a
response to the anxiety of mov-

ing away," says Gail Frank, a
nutrition professor at California
State University at Long Beach.
"Sometimes it goes up to the
freshman 40," says Donna
Morosky, director of fitness and
health at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh.
Sometimes, even good cafeteria food is just too unfamiliar.
Freshmen may turn to what
they know: pizza, hamburgers
and fries, snacks and sweets.
"I really don't think it has
anything to do with the quality
of the cafeteria food, because
it's really monitored quite well,"
Morosky says. "The main problem is that the students overeat. I
try to tell them to choose wisely,
choose as if they were home."
Morosky talks with students
in dormitories and other groups
to help them adjust to feeding
themselves and learn to exercise
regularly. "I d9n't preach skinny,
I preach a healthy lifestyle,' she
says.

CHINA 88
-;it{,
RESTAURANT "7tJ.
BUFFET LUNCH HOURS:
Sunday through 'Friday
11 :OO am to 2:00 pm
DINNER HOURS:
Sunday Thru Thursday
3:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Friday and Saturday
3:00 pm to 10:00 pm
DINNER SPECIALS
Changed Daily
11 O Lincoln Avenue - Charleston
Rt. 16 across 12th St.
348-1232

Food services are trying, too,
with salad bars and healthier and
vegetarian entrees.
Cornell University offers 14
dining plan options and emphasizes low-fat, low-sodium foods,
says Peg Lacy, director of dining
services. Dormitories have exercise and weight rooms, and students are encouraged to use
them.
The health center at Rutgers
University runs workshops
called "Eating on Campus" to
help students cope.
Susanne Ogaitis, a health educator there, says some students
have nutritional misconceptions,
such as about how much protein
they need. But stress, a new
social atmosphere and the availability of so much cafeteria food
all contribute.
At many schools, cafeterias
are all-you-can-eat feasts, with
several en trees .and desserts at
every meal. And dorm life
encourages late nights snacks.

Mother's

"Welcome to the best 4 o'clock club in town"
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$1 50 St. Pauli Girl
light~ dark
50( Brats

St. Pauli Girl will be present
with lots of prizes
Open 3:30 p.m.

Jerry's Pizza & Pub

Chi's ·
/{

formerly Hootr's

Call Jerry's for a Great Hot
Pizza Delivered to Your House
or Room

Grand _O pening
·~

U·STORE WAREHOUSE

2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas

- Beer Special/$1.00 Longnecks
Except Imports
- full Line of Bottle Beer &.. Imports

$16.00
Large Single
Ingredient Pizza and

Coming Soon!
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"
Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Day Phone • 345-3334
Night Phone • 345-5850

Don & Mary Thomason - Owners

- Chicago Style Stuffed Pizza &..
full Menu Kitchen
- One of Charleston's Largest Beer
Gardens with Great CD Sound

·Darts

·Pool

348-6026

Quart of Coke

$8.25

$6.35

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

Small Two
Ingredient Pizza an

Quart of Coke

Quart of Coke

1415 4th St./ Charleston

$9.50

·$7.25

Help Wanted

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

DEN

2812

Quart of Coke

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza and

Miller Lite Giveways

Classifieds

Small Single
Ingredient Pizza an

Your Sports Connection

Welcome Back

EIU STUDENTS

D'sDUGOUT
IF

......!;

SPORTS CARD SHOW
Sun.August25, 1991
10am to 3pm

~
BASEBALL COLLECTORS
CARD SHOW

THE BODY SHOP
NEW BULBS &. FACE TANNERS
3200 SUPER "WOLFF" BEDS WITH FACE TANNERS.
25 MINUTE SESSIONS
PACKAGES GQOD FOR 6 MONTHS.
1410

6th St.
OLDTOWNE APTS.

348-TANS

820 Lincoln Charleston, IL 61920 217-345-2811

Friends & Co.

StairMaster®

509 Van Buren Ave.

OPEN

7 DAYS A WEEK

FRIDAY 3:30 CLUB
25 CENT PEEL & EAT SHRIMP
$t~ SHRIMP SHOOTERS
$1~ HEINEKEN BOTTLES

The Workout
of Your Life

Nautilus • Free Weights • Life Cycle
Stationary Bikes • StairMasters
Nordic Track • Wolff Suntan Bed

ALL DAY AND NIGHT LONG!

$65 for 1
Semester

Quintessence Jazz Group 9:30 p.m.

505 W. Lincoln, Charleston

$115for2

Semesters

348-8883

I
Metallica' s
latest treads
on your
senses

New soul
singer is a
Seal of
approval

''I really don't think I would
have done anything differently''
.
By TIM SHELi.BERG

Stan Rives has had a rough
year. With the slings and arrows
of allegations and investigations
of allegations and inquiries of
allegations and investigations of
inquiries, he has spent a great
deal of time in an administrative
bunker waiting for shellings from
every angle to quit.
But it's a new year and with the
brunt of the investigation into hiring improprieties of an Eastern
administrator over, Rives took
some time to come out of his
bunker and give a few perspectives

on the year of change at Eastern.
What a year change has
brought.
And vice versa.
*
*
*
In the past, you have said you
would like to see Eastern propel
to a status you have termed
"public ivy." In the last two
years, Eastern seems to have
expanded faster than o.ny other
university in the state. Do you
think we are getting close to
your definition of a "public ivy"
status?

I think the term
"public ivy" has a lot
of different meanings to different
people. To us, it
means the relatively
small size of classes
at the institution.
Most of our classes
are fairly small, and
you don't have to do
much but walk
around the campus
to see that there are
not facilities for
huge classes as
there are at many
public universities.
The most important thing that happens at this institution is teaching in
the classroom. That
doesn't say we don't
have any interest in
research and public
service activities; it's
just that teaching is
absolutely the highest priority.
The "public" part
of the "ivy" comes
in with (tuition)
affordability. What
we try to provide at
this institution is a
quality affordable
higher education,
. which might be

liiiiiiliillliiiiiii

expensive private
found
in on more
(Continued
p. 7B)

By KELLY SEIFERT

Aside from his hectic
schedule and duties as
mayor of Charleston,
Wayne Lanman occasionally spends some
time unwinding just like
many college students in a local bar.
Does he go to
Marty's? Mom's? The
Uptowner?
No. Our town's
beloved mayor says he
prefers Stix.
"I like it there and I
like to play pool once
in a while after city
council meetings," the
city leader said.
Lanman said he
played five games of
pool after Tuesday
night's Charleston City
Council meeting, but
added that his game
could
some

He said he will propose a plan
to Eastern President Stan Rives to
negotiate a list to be given to the
city of each student's address.
"That way we can trace down
how many stuqents are in each
house," he added.
Lanman said he has received
several complaints of parking
problems because many of the
homes are "over-rented."
But regardless of the current
house-crowding problem, Lanman
said the relationship between the
university and the city has
improved through the years.
"There for a while, it was touch
and go - when the university grew
from 1,500 students to over
10,000," he said. "But relationships have improved tremendous)y. "

(Continued on p. 3B)
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FRIDAY
Note: You must be at least 19 years old to enter the following
establishments.
Friends & Co. 509 Van Buren
"Quintessence"Jazz combo
Middle Room
9 :30 p.m.
$2

Although Verges of the past ·
have utilized the first of the issue
as essentially a "Welcome
to/Welcome back to Eastern"
magazine, my staff and I saw it
fit to continue that grand tradition, but with a twist.
And we went straight to the
top, too. To kick things off this
year, we spoke with two of the
highest ranked people around;
Eastern President Stan Rives and
Charleston Mayor Wayne Lanman .
. According to Kelly Seifert, the
News City Editor who spoke
with the king of "Wayne's
World" on Wednesday, the fair
city which we reside in is running
smoothly, and the relationship
between Chucktown and our fair
campus has never been better even if Eastern has had a hard
time paying it's water bill in the
past.

Ted's
102 Sixth St.
"Sticky Wicket"
Cover $1 w/coupon until 10 p.m.,
$2 after 10 p.m.

,..

But Mayor Lanman also said
his luck with the pool stick has
been on the downside as of late.
He'd probably stifl beat me,
though.
'
While Kelly was hanging out
doWl)tOwn Chucktown with 'da
mayor, I was in Old Main (for all
/ you newcomers here, that's the
"castle building") chatting with
President Rives. Now Rives
hasn't had that much of a hot
streak in the last, say, 10 months
or so, bu_t none to worry. Things
like they might be under control.
But even though this first
Verge has a political twist, we
here made dam sure to deliver
our share of local and national
entertainment news and reviews.
This week, staffer Patrick
Pitre uncovers some soul with
Sea I, veteran film critic Bret
Loman rates Martin Short's latest comedy, "Pure Luck," and
WEIU-FM Program Manager
Craig Schwalb runs down the
great station's top 10 alternative
albums of the week.
In addition to the reviews,
Cathy Behrendt, my journalistic
partner in crime, does what she
does best - goes to a bar. This
week, she looks at the newly
remodeled Friends & Co.
According to Cathy, there's
enough room there now to accomodate a Charleston Rock and
Roll Circus.
See ya next week.

Stix
1412 Fourth St.
$1.50 Brats and $2.50 chicken wings
at 4 p .m ., $1 pizza slices and
1/ 2 price pool

SATURDAY
Friends & Co.
509 Van Buren
"Finest Jazz Trio"
Front Room
9:30p.m .
$2
also: "'
"Spank.wagon", "Nil-8", "Throw"
The Dungeon

9:00p.m.
$3

Ted's
102 Sixth St.
"Ivory Grand"
$1 w/coupon until 10 p.m.,
$2 after 10 p.m.
Roe's
410 Sixth St.
"Shadoobee"
9p.m.
$2

A special place for special people ...
. . . like you
Charleston Alliance Church
917 Woodlawn Dr 348-0470
College Sunday School 9:30 am· Worship 10:30
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HELD OVER!

STARTS TONITE!

ROBIN SCHWARZENEGGER
TERMIN~TDR 2
Hooo JUDGMENT
D~IJ
n·s
KEVIN
PRINCE OF THIEVES

COSTNER
.

·-lllOI.•
Jpt;-uJ

FRI/SAT NITE 700 & 9:30
SAT/SuN MATINEE 2;00pu
&JN TO THURS NITE 700

Nothing

Personal•.
(!!)

A-·•••MU-

fRl/SAT Nrre 7:15 &9:45
SAT/SuN MATINEE 2:15PM
SuN TO THURS NITE 7:15

T1," t./ Tl tA T~t.
Downtown r.i a tt oon • 258·8228

HELD 0vERI

STARTS T ONITEI

THEY-RE THE BEST
OF THE BEST.

--Compiled by William Dunne

IDISTBIS

''Free Movie Ticket''
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:00, 900
SAT/SuN MATINEE 2:0C>PM
SuN TO THURS NITE 500 & 700

Now Available at

FRI/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:15, 9:15
SAT/SuN MATINEE 2:15PM
SuN TO THURS NITE 5:15 & 7:15

3.00~
~::_~ Held Ove

.

,. Their first date •••
• Ji.
l\~l

-.

"'llirtJ v•~

Pick up a FREE Movie Ticket Today
and start earning FREE RENTALS WITH
ALL REGULAR PRICE MOVIE RENTALS!
SEGA®RENTALS!
Videomania 345-3606
Play Video Golf - Win Free Rentals!
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It ain•t
no
fairy
tale. lji1

~

C Oi tJMA•A J'ICl llAfS

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:00, 9 :10
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 & 700

•
28 PN THE VERGE OF 1HE WEEKEND

. . . . .. . .. ..

SAT/SuN MATINEE

IPG-o)

STARTS TONITEI

558 WEST LINCOLN
IN WALMART PLAZA

FRv;'3~t9~5 : 15•

HARRISON
fORO
ANNETTE
BENING !pt; ul
a PARAMOUNT

PIC TURE

FRI/SAT NITE 5 :00, 7:15, 9:20
SAT/SuN MATINEE 2:15PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 5 :00 & 7:15
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BB.L'S R.OWER CORNER
DOZEN RED 'ROSEs .

(from page 1131
As far as Cllarleston's ~ and ch.tng pobThe only recent c:lsagr em 1aent the mayer cites lern, Lanman said he ~ the Gus &.. lpOnthe wWerslty wns the water meter dispute, IOl"ed by Eastem's Shden Senate.
ch was settled early this year. The dispute
•1t can't tut.• said l.Jnnan i don't tiik stu. olved a disagreement 9n an estimated dents lrtend to harm ~~ lid IOml!Omes they
,000 W1pllld wal• Iii by the l.rNerslty.
. get can1ed l!NlaJ. I ttink It wll deftnltely ~
i ain't say Jt wail a problem, thouEii, • he said.
91 woUd say there ls only two peicei • of the stuwas more of an OW!i'Slgtt of lack of <XX1irntrlca- dents that are troublemakers,• he aclid. if they
between construction and the dty and East- get a lttle happy and go down the street tlr9'lg er
•
~. you don't pny rry attaltlcn. I was at kid
In idltion. Lnnan said the university saws as ale ttrne.•
ma)a asset to the cqnrm,rity, employing more
IM as mayer of Omleston. l..anman hancles a
1,400 peq>le.
lot of~ besides F.astem-t-eJlled poblems.
8'i even thQugh the c:omrruilty reaps various
As far as county
ls concerned, the
ftts from the unlwrslty, Lanman said some mayor recertly escorted a representatiw of WaJstill nmalri - most notably, the ewr-edst- Mart on a t<U" of Olllrlatoo ard Mattoon to view
·oc:mnmce of wderage pcqJle entering \Wba the ... b a prospedM! ~ ca"ier b the
estabastmero Is an •ea of conlk:t. Resi- CXXTlpBrPJ.
.
must be at least 19 ye.-1 age to enter moll
The dstrtbJUon eerier, pq>eaed to CXM!I' 125
on bars.
aaes and aeate 600 jobs. wll not be CXllllbucted .
i ·think ewiY town has a bmlted a~ of Fi a.ieston; however, becau;e of the cly layai.
In that regard, but fortunately I don't Lanman sa1d. Mere then 300 trucks would need to ·
cu slluaUon Is as bad as some areas.• Un- lnMll th-ough town ach day, and bdh the maycr
said "There .. . 161 problems. donit get
and the Wal-Mart represeriallw dd not tlink 1he
but not as bad as some p*=8s. •
town add hardle a large arnot.ri of traf6c.
Ur.nan has c:onlrud to strike against wder"(The represeriatlw) was hnpaeed, h<Mwa-,
bm- alb}r ~ •CXM!l't biesHgatlorw.." The by Eastern an! the Charleston School Dlth1ct. •
on Po8c:e Oepa1ment has waked with the l..annan said. -if a · ~ were available where thay
by rouUnely ~ an 18-ye.--dd Into a didn't hiwe to go ~ Owleston. I till< we
. If riy Is gsbd by the ninor, the - Is ticket- wcUld hiwe got IL•
Through the group Coles Together, which
, think they (bnr owners) ddn't bebew ·me It wales to b-q business trio ttw - - . Larmmi Mid
that there woUd be raids and checks." Linnan min/.cxxnparies hliMt beai loqldng at ~on.
•since school has cane back On ~. Mattooo and other ... ~ to bme Ihm
wll be spot chedcs made It the bin..
said the CXM!l1 opaatlms BR! based on
9If fac:tOrtes cxxne In and we CSl keep the era
n.rnber of~ he rec:elws from pnnls we aln!ady haw. the c:Hkivt the ~ wll
IP to F.mtem; I hope.• Linnan 1111cJ.

$14.95 WRAPPED

DOZEN SWEElHEART ROSES
$8.95VASED

cash-n-cany

1335 MONROE

345-3919

' MfMutJ
U~llilllJlll'

expansloo

a

Restaurant & Catering

WEEKEND BREAKFAST
.SPECIAL

"*

2 Eggs with Hash Browns & 1/2
order of Biscuits & Gravy with
Bacon or Sausage
Br•kfast Served·
Saturday 7·11 :30 am
and Su~y 7·2:00 pm

factorta .

· 7th and Madison
(one block North of the Square)

a

345-7427 .
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·
r
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Between The World. ~ You
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~7DaysAWeek
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_CJ:IARLESTON 348-1626
All p~ offered with FREE extra

cheese and FREE choice of crust!
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TIME FORA

STUDY BREAK.
Take a break and recd your face. Get a
large piua for medium piua price.
Late night pnly. IOp.m. ·close.
LARGE LATE NIGHT SPECIAL

$689

r:-------.-:.. r:--------:..
I
I I GOT THE MUNCIIlES.
I . (I NEED A PIZZA!)
I Feed the need. Get a medium piua ·
for small piua price. Late night only.
I
lOp.m. ·close.
I MEDIUM LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
:

GoodThru:
9115191

I
I
I
I
I
I

$521 I:·
.

I

I

I LET THE PAR1Y BEGIN! I
I The gang's together again, celebrate with 5 I
one topping pizzas with extra cheese for I
I largt
only

:p~$249s

I only
I

I paz:a
Medium e~1ra cheest •
Plus tax
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Friends new look is good company
ByCA111Y BEllRPM>T

Local taverns are iH:hangln',
and It ls up to the partying
patrons to dlscem the results be those changes good. bad or

downi~ t.gly~

Stix has a new beer garden.
Roe's has odded a full sized
shooter bar and E.L Kr8ckers
has changed- the entertainment
side's name to Stu's and added a
gSari uibaard table to the rnlidJe of the dance Ooor.
A tit off the beaten path to
the uptown bars Is Friends ard
Co and no stranger to change.
As of Jt.ne l, Friends. located at
509 Van 8tnr\ was taken CNer
by Eastern grad Brian Nordin

and partner Tom~

.The changes go deeps- than
mer4, hdwewr. Reynckjs
.--e transfamlng this
former foundry Into a music
mecx:a with local and '"1>orled
talent of al l}PeS.
The partnen are pennantly
opening up the back rooms,
known affecllonstely u the Mid-

::rtradin

cle Room, the Sports Bar and
the Owiga:n The rooms were
b11~ used only b the oa:allonal bini or pMite party.
The front bar at FrieR:ls will
retain It's Cheera-llke atmosphere. saWlg al kinds of beverages from It's 12 foot long
anllcp! bar mid a menu of sandwiches and munchies from 11
a.m. to 1 a.m.
Reynokk said the fron bar's
walls are lmp1omptu showcases
for kx:al artists. •Anyone who
has a guitar or somet...ng and
~ h to lit In frort and play
Is more than welcome ar¥me. •
he said.
Low-key nertalrwnent Is of
the order here - plans for the
semester Include a wine and
cheese taslil'll festMty • Wei •

... Jim bands. .
Just cbNn the long dark cxxrl-

dor one can find the Middle
room, wfW::h houses a stage area
and a conglomeration of
table/chair combinations. An
ededk: seledlon of rrulcWw wll
be performing here, and

PErRoPICS PEr STORE
• Open 7 days a week

Sepanber 11 will be qJ8ll rriM

ngtL

·
Be mful • you malce ~
way th'Ough the doaway to the
Sports &r, there tean1 to be a
multitude of steps In various
places In w ...ch l"OOlt wouldn't
ecped to ftnd steps.
Home to pinball machines,
dartboards and a bar serving
flight bottle stlOts. the Sports Bar
also has the reqt.jslte tet.Mslons
on which to watch sporting
ewrU.

The IAaigeor\ wlich reqUre5
a separate entrance, Is In the
YelY back of the ~ mid Is
BIG. A wooden stage. a high
ceilng. a cement floor, a lfteen
foot bar and a few chrch pews
\Ml make ttWs plam Ideal for swaal adMtles.
ProJectad plmw b the Ft1ads
Dungeon Include showing/ of
•The Rocky Horror Picture
. Show• (bring your own rice,
taut mid newspapen) as wel •
rrdl-band blowouts. The 0..,. ·
9IDl wll allo be ~ fer pi\tllte psty nn.&

•

• 1500 Madison,

Charleston

1

=I

':t !::!
:::::71
:
-1

• ·-

•
348-1 018
•
.,.•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.......,..
- --- ----------•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~arty's
Today fOr bmcha

1/4 lb. cod fillet w/ fries

sz•

. ft= Cdfre AJwnys
4 o'doc.k dabs

3 for $1 Burger

.

' open at 10:45 a.m.

BASllWEE.K.
at Christian Campus Fellowship
.

_....Newman
FRIDAY

FOOD SPECIALS
Fried Oam Strips
$4.'00

&..
Steak Kabobs
$2.50
Mon.-Frl. 11a.m.-9 p.m.

••

· Sat. 11 a.m.-3p.m•

RENTS

CANOES A KAYAKS
••••
Enjoy an Outing m the

Scenic Bmbmu river

·

••••
Park at Canoe Ltd., tab

• bus upltl'ellll Uld md the
9 or 1S mile outing
· where your car ii parked.
(A 3 toS or S to 7 hour

jowncy for most paddlers)

••••

Call in advmce if Tm
need bus transportatim to
Canoe Lid. md beet to
Butcm for a group.

••••

For info write:
CANOl. UMDID
RL 1, Box 250A
Gre~ ll.62428
or cal~ 21 ~/923-2707

~ ·
-~---

...... Catholic

OPENING
PICNICI

2231

s. 4th St.

Just Behind Lawson Hall
Friday, Aug.·23 Beach Party
7 p.m. Swimwear & Summer Fun
Campus Worship Service
Sun. 10:30 a.m.
Fellowship meeting
Wed. 7 p.m.
Call 345-6990 for more info.

...... Center

. Sunday Aug 25

4pm-7pm
.Music by:

'The Groovest•
Located at the Newman Center
(comer ot9th L Uncoln)
'

.1111 SICONDC1Y NA110NAL 100llNG COMPANY

LTI
Congratulations to the Men of

Sigma Pl
on winning the first overall

WEDNF.SDAY, AUGUST 21, 1991
7:QO A 9:30 P.M. GRAND BALLROOM
ADMISSION P WllD • S5 GBNBaAL l'UIUC

ncxrrs ON SALE NOW!
UllCJlllQJICJllD . . . . . . . .

Ult-=
.

I ~.~ ....MIMIM~IM~~~ ~y
I
Fri. & Sat.
!
! ~ "~~b:
Specials
l
I. Shots, Bluetail
1.00 • Jumbo Drafts, Roe's I
Fly, Amaretto Sours, & .I
I .
Sloe Gin Fizz
$2.00 • Jumbo Mixers

I ,.. Concilioned No Cover - Main Bar !
You saw them al their farawell concerti . y·
! ----------------------------Guua who didn't graduate?
Greek Week Trophy
!. Shadoobee.
0ooropens9pm I
Sat. 24th
$2.oo eover
I
LTI
LTI !Ml~~>-4~~
.... ~~~~
&
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etallica's latest masterpiece is justice for ·all
Metallica of Metallica contains none .of the
ic virtues extolled on 1984's Ride The Lightr 1986's Master Of Puppets. Equally absent
nine minute-long epics best found on Puppets
88's .. .And Justice For All.
this is not to say the four-to-six-minute midrockers on their fifth, self-titled "Black Album"
ioned to Whitesnake-proportionless comforts
, Metallica is probably the California quartet's
and most rigid recording to date .
· ally titled Don't Tread On Me and over a
the making, Metallica was produced by Bob
k, whose track record reeks of overpolished
ry productions (Motley Crue's Dr. Fee/good
first Kingdom Clone album), could've served
er radio-ready product - and the quartet's
of high-speed calisthenics and ugly mood
n the new album made them perfect bait for
pop-metal fish.
lhis is not the case on Metallica. Instead of
the newer, slower cuts to be tailored into the
. Feelgood" or "17," Metallica - with the
of the lush ballad "Nothing Else Matters"
Struggle Within," the closest this album ever
thrash - holds their trademark "it's-the-end-of·as-we-know-it-and·it's-going-to-be-an-ugly-

ending" lyrics.
This is evident on "Enter Sandman," Metallica's
opener and an instant rock and roll - not heavy metal
- classic. A reaping story of "the beasts under your
bed/ in your closet, in your head" which surpasses any
Freddy Kruger tale, "Enter Sandman" - along with

the cathartic intensity of a Tracy
Chapman or Lenny Kravitz, only he
isn't singing about poverty or trying
to sound like the Plastic Ono Band.
The vocals on "Seal" are dominat·
ing, but like a guide on an adventurous safari.
They give direction but allow the
musical landscape, overall moderately
dreamy with smoothed-out delays and
echoed effects, to speak independently. A slightly dark yet hopeful melody
coupled with a heavy, driving groove
provided by 't he bass and the drums as
though they are coming up through
the floorboards results in a winning
combination on "Crazy," the track
resposible for putting Seal on the
map. You can dance to this song (and
a few others on this album), but calling it "dance music" would be an
understatement. There is just more to
from the fact that Seal is one this than "working that body."
ost mysterious and refreshing
Without question the true gem on
ities to flatter today's corpo- this collection is '~Whirlpool," a time.d popular music scene, we 1es s rhythm and blues ballad with
recious little about him. His some serious roots. Give Seal credit
I backround, influences and for knowing when a riff and a melody
ions are a question mark to are pure enough to keep clear of the
present. And a good long lis- synthesizers.
this young talent's self-titled
This tra.ck is all acoustic guitar,
!bum has left me intrigued, some touches of piano and bass
d and impatiently interested accents and engaging vocals that pour
more.
straight from a heart that has known
outstanding element to notice pain. It would be good to hear this
'llbum is Seal's dynamic, dare I guy deal with some Otis Redding or
omenal, voice.
Bob Marley by a shady tree or E.L
p, articulate, a little raspy, full Krackers for that matter (Freedom and
tion and soul - like, the con- Zelma and the master mix D .J's who
kind - and he has a few air- · oh-so thoroughly rock the house .will
hangars full of the stuff. He has need a rest, eventually).

L

d's Dustbin, Babies
GSCHWAl.B

. Ned's Atomic Dustbin, God Fodder(Sony
- An aggressive, yet laid back romp through a
hyperspace.
Blake Babies, Rosy Jack Wor/d(Mammoth) - A
lyrically entertaining followup to "Sunburn."
Primus, Sailing the Seas of Cheese (Interscope)
'liant album from the masters of thrash funk.
Black Sheep, Flavor of the Month (Polygram) ous debut from a fresh new artist.

•

\''

"Whirlpool" proves that all Seal really needs are his vocal cords, his guitar
and his muse, and he could entertain
thousands. "Seal Unplugged" is probably just around the cable comer.
"Seal" is music derived from raw
talent that plays with technology (at
times possibly too much) but never
lets you forget that it's built from the
ground up. If you like good-sounding
music with creative flair and lots of
character, you'll enjoy this album, but
you might have a tough time sitting
still.

Living Colour
Biscuits·
Epic/ Sony Entertainment
By TIM SHELi.BERG

When compared to Henry Rollins
Band, Nine Inch Nails, lce-T, Siouxsie
and the Banshees and Jane's Addie-

~ops

.. .'

tion, Living Colour is probably the
mainstream act in this ·s ummer's Lollapalooza tour - not to knock the talents of the other bands on the tour,
but Colour's colorful kinetic have
been most likely undershadowed by
the five non-mainstreamers' cults of
personalities.
Unfortunately, Biscuits does nothing to change that. A six-song E.P.
containing various out-takes, live cuts
and from the heart remakes, Biscuits
is as hard-edged and gritty as 1986's
Vivid and 1989's Time's Up, and
nothing more.
What's wrong with that though?
Absolutely nothing . Like it's two longplaying predecessors, Biscuits is
another heapful of the funk/soul/metal/blues we ·ve become accustomed to. Even though it's not that
hefty a helping . it still goes down just
as tasty.
In fact, Biscuits works well based
solely on its timely contents, even if
their covers of James Brown's
"Talkin' Loud And Sayin ' Nothing" (in
honor of his release from prison this
summer) and Jimi Hendrix' "Burning
Of The Midnight Lamp" (commemorating the 20th anniversary ·of his
death) were released well after the
events they are paying respect to.
Although Biscuits, with its timeliness a major factor, might appear to
be simply a product released in time
for the festival of the punk arts festi·
val, it is prime product. And although
Biscuits has less filling, it still tastes
great..

EIU-FM's alternative list

5. Carter U.S.M., 101 Damnations (Big Cat) - A
favorite British import act hits our shores for a bruising American LP debut.
6. Cypress Hill, How I Could Just Kill A Man
(Ruff House) - A fresh entry from the newest gangster
rappers on the block.
7. Siouxsie and the Banshees, Superstition (Geffen) - Not as dark as early Siouxsie, but just as solid.
8. Smashing Pumpkins, Gish (Caroline)- Moody
and very harsh, all in the same pleasing package.
9. Chapterhouse, Whirlpool (BMG)- A wall of gui'..

"Sad But True" and "The God That Failed" - is tradi,tional Metallica terror.
Yet tales of horror and mind dominance aren't the
only
issues
addressed
on
Metallica.
"Don't Tread On Me," - the album 's best track appears to either support or protest this country's
actions in the Gulf War. The lyrics of "Don't Tread On
Me" contradict - between each verse - both pro-war
and the anti-war stands, leaving the listener to make
his or her own decision as to the song's statement.
Either or. "Don't Tread On Me" is sure to stir up controversy with any· opposing camps.
But so might the music. Metallicats yearning for the
days of "Battery," "One" and "Eye Of The Beholder"
might be disappointed with the mid-range thump of
Metallica , but that would be a diappointment for all
the wrong reasons:
To stick with the tried and true thrash grindings in
which James Hetfield, Lars Ulrich , Kirk Hammett,
Jason Newsted and the late Cliff Burton have made
ear candy to their fans would simply be recycling and
rehashing.
But their aspiration to progress musically has paid
off for Metallica, as Metallica is more than an album
for rock fans to enjoy while biding their time as they
wait for the new Guns and Roses release.
In fact, G 'n' R are probably going to be set back by
Metallica because of its release prior to the Use Your
·musions. Although G 'n' R fans will swarm to pick up
the two Illusions, the comparisons to Metallica might
prove harmful, as it is a ferocious and timeless rock
classic that works on its own terms.

tar oozing, heart-pounding sound. Period.
10. Stint, Spider/and (Touch and Go)- Perhaps
Kentucky's finest musical miracle ever.
Craig Schwalb is the Music Director of WEIU
(88.9 FM). The following 10 albums will be in
heavy rotation this week on the alternative rock
show, which airs from 6 to 9 p. m. Monday through ,
Thursday . Craig is the Disc Jockey for the program
Monday and Tuesday.

Short, Glover's 'Luck' is pure fun
By BRET LOMAN

Tom Hanks, Bill Murray or
Steve Martin might very well be
some of your top choices if you
compiled your own list of Hollywood's funniest movie actors,
but one person that some might
not think of is Martin Short.
Short had a very successful
career full of memorable characters in television with "Second City Televi~ion" and "Saturday Night Live." Unfortunately though, the silver screen
hasn't been as kind to him as
the boob tube.
Short has had memorable
performances in otherwise dull,
disappointing movies, such as
"The Three Amigqs ," "The
Three Fugitives" and "Innerspace". But Short's luck seems

to have changed with his latest
film, "Pure Luck".
"Pure Luck" is the story of a
billionaire's daughter who has
chronic bad luck. Her luck is so
bad, when she travels to Mexico
for vacation, she falls off a
building , gets mugged, is
knocked on the head, gets
amnesia and then is kidnapped
- in the first five minutes of
the film!

Short plays an accountant
for one the billionaire's companies who is· hired to assist a private detective, played by Danny
Glover ("Lethal Weapon") to try
to find his daughter in Mexico.
Why hire an accountant to
find his daughter? Well, it seems
Short's luck is as bad as his
daughter's.
The best part of
"Pure Luck" is the unlikely

comedic teaming of Martin
Short and Danny Glover. Short
and Glover are wonderfully
funny together. A certain chemistry is very evident in their
scenes together . While Short
performs the slapstick. Glover
pretty much remains the
straight man; a role he plays
well.
And the slapstick Short performs - such as repeated falls,
bumping into. walls along with a
straw going up his nose - seem
like old gags. But Short has a
unique way of making some of
them refreshingly funny .
The film does , however,
have it's problems: It starts off
slow and the end is boring. But
while "Pure Luck" isn't perfect,
it definitely has it's moments
Thanks to.Glover and Short.

BROADWAY
JOE'S
FRIDAY NIGHT
"American Tribute"
14J.l beoaclway ave.

Mattoon II. m·'m

SAT. NIGHT
"State of the Heart"

SPORTS PUB
&
REST AU RAN

SUNDAY
Open at Noon
Free Pool
Sat & Sunday
12 - 6
Must Be 21

2 Big Screen T. V .s
1/2 lb ground sirloin
Pub Burger w/ Fries
$3.00

Kitchen Hours
M-F 11
1 pm
Sat 11 am - 2 pm
Sun-Sat 5 pm - 10

am -

Cl)

...

.c
c

Success

Laverne/Shirl Do Yoursel :05)

Joan Rivers

Country Bask

Odd Couple
I Love Lucy

Varied
Varied

Geraldo

Mr. Rogers

Bev. Hillbillies

Mid-Day

Cusine

0

Sesame

CHARLESTON CABLE GUIDE
WTWO (NBC) ........... 2
WCIA(CBS) .............. 3
CNN ..........................5
WAND(ABC) .............7
ESPN ........................8
USA ..........................9
WGN ....................... 10
TNT ........................ 11
WILL (PBS) ............ 12
LIFE ........................13

NICK ................... 16
MTV ................... .-18
TNN .................... 19
TWC ...................20
AMC ................... 22
WCCU (FOX) ......24
WTHI (CBS) ........ 25
WBAK (ABC) ...... 26WICD (NBC) .......27
DISC ...................28

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

WCIA-3

WEIU .....................29
WTBS ....................30
C-SPAN .................32
A&E .......................33
PREMIUM
DISNEY ................... 4
SHOW .....................6
HBO ..... ,................ 17
TMC ......................21

WAND-7, 17

NFL F-0otball:
Colts at Eagles

Murder, he

White

Wrote

Indians

Hi Honey...

Ray Bradbury

20/20

Swamp Thing

Inside Edition

Braves

News

EIU Connection
Roy Rogers

Baseball
News

As Dreams Go By

News

Tonight

Love Connection

Arsenio Hall

Nightline

Young Riders

Sisters

Lovlaughs

Movie

Johnny B
Late Night

Movie: The
Drowning

Dad's Army

Andy Griffith

Fortune Hunt

Auto Racing

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11 :30

at

Alfred Hitchcock

SportsCenter

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

OX

Football:

Movie: Columbo

Bills at

Goes to College

Movie:

Movie: White

Young

Water

Frankenstein

Summer

Hitchhiker

News

American Diary
Evening at ops

Movie: False

a

Witness

This Country's
Rockin'

Movie: Madame

Wings

Minder

Sporting Life

Palfrey of

Bovery

Bears

Alfred Hitchcock
News

BaseballTonight Movie:

Honeymooners

Sat. Night Live

SportsCenter

The Porn

Movie:

News

Porn Girls

The torm

Target Zero

No Job for a Lady

Hidden oom

Enter. This Week Ent. Tonight

Nature

vie:
Sudden
ove

mpact

Lifestyles ...
Nitecap

Movie (11 :50)

'.'JB ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

Masterpiece

Dealers in

Shelley

Theatre

Death

After Henry

In Search of

All in GOod Faith

All Creatures

ews

Runaway ...

Emmy Awards

Movie

Great and Small

Family Practice

Blackadder Forth

Journal Update

Prisoner

Prescribing

Alexei Sayles Stuff

the Hawk

Film: Day of

Arsenio (10:20)

Wings

the Triffids

Runawayw/

Huddled Masses

Film: Cabinet of

Rich & Famous

Dr. Caligari
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do that, and not to act until that had been
totally investigated and then to take the
objective is not to become a Harvard action that seemed appropriate.
I don't think it's ever possible to say, you
ale, but the concept of the kind of
ion that you can get here might be know, looking back a year in the past that
more typical of that received in a rela- you might have done something differently.
small, high-cost private college.
In some ways, that's Monday morning quarterbacking. But it seems to me if that situaBusi- tion rose toda with re ard to Charles Col'F.t==i=
." n t=o=t=":h=e~
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ur Lumpkin College of Business, one
things that students (enrolled in the
e of business) get is a very solid prepain the liberal arts through the general
ion program as well as training in
s ... one of the things we're attemptdo is make sure that that's .
ed with a very solid liberal, general
on.
there is a good reason for that. Many
come in with a specific goal in mind
an accounting major or to be a physcation major or a history teacher or
er. But they may change that goal
the course of college.
,
may also change their career objecen they graduate. Jim Edgar went to
'tution as a history major; he doesn't
job in history, but he has a pretty
b. (laughs).

opening of the (Burl Ives) Art Stuong with the construction of Lumpre big stories last year. But probabiggest news at Eastern last year
controversy surrounding the hiring
ces of (former Vice President for
ss Affairs) Verna Armstrong. With
pisode resolved as it was, what
you have done about it if you knew
at you know now?
y don't think I would have done any-

ferently. That is, we had some alle. I felt it was important to have those
ns explored. I also thought it was
nt that we had an external agent or
al look at the problems, and that
e time. I think it was reasonable to

Affairs) - I don't think it will and I hope it
doesn't happen - what we would want to
happen is for it to be thoroughly investigated and for action to be taken on the basis of
the investigation.

Did you expect the controversy to grow
to such proportions, which led to your
receiving a "lack of confidence" vote from
the Faculty Senate?
I think there were a lot of concerns out
there, many of them legitimate . Because all
of that occurred while some of the investigating work was still going on, it was understandable.
That particular vote was not _one of the
highlights of my !if e . . . (but) on the other
hand, I was pleased that the student vote
was somewhat different than (the Faculty
Senate vote).
I. think if you try to operate as the president of the university by doing what is going
to please all the people all the time , you
probably aren 't going to be making the right
decisions ... It was a difficult year, and I' m
glad that a lot of it is behind us , and hopefully we_ can get on to what the institution is
all about, arid that is , hopefully , the teaching
and learning process , and doing some things
that can and should be done to improve the
university.
So you think administrative and executive operations will run smoothly this
year?
Well, one never knows about that. I suppose Gorbachev thought things were running fairly smoothly. (laughs).

you need help contact one of these SAP members:

Bob Meyer
921 Madison St., 345-3332

Rollie Meyer
Cleveland St., 345-3008

John Reardon
327 Science Bldg., 581-6418

Rick Samuels

618 Jackson

262 Lantz Bldg., 581-2106

Gayle Strader
210A Kiehm Hall, 581-2315

Jill Volk
Lawson Hall, 581-5131

Barb Walker
171 Lantz Bldg., 581-6205

_34_5·1.556

-

-
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Welcome Back
st u d e n ts '·
Don't miss our
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday!

• Large Dining Area
•Poor Boy Sandwiches
•Salads, Beer & Wine

345-3890

or

pogUai's.l
PIZZA ~

345-3400
1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON
,,. ..........................

,,. ..................... ....

:Large Pizza:: . BUY ONE
~

.

:

~~INGREDIENT~

&

.Qt. Coke

2ND FREE

(Not good with any
other offers)
EXPIRES 9-10-91

(Not good with any
·other offers)
EXPIRES 9-10-91

.
$8 • 45 +TAX

(Buy 3rd, 4th
FREE)

1992 Spring Break to SOUTH .PADRE
Airfare: $t60QQ from St. Louis ,
March 21-28

Book Now I Will go fast II

•

Call Charleston Travel 345-7731
•

LIVE 1 TED
Friday

Saturday

AT

~--··iiStTCke·y····1

f········irhiCiry·········

Wicket'.'

Grand"

~ Rock Show from Champaign ~

Playing songs by Nelson, Great
White, Journey, Aerosmith, etc.

214 Lantz Bldg., 581-2511

Joan Schmidt

_.

I

* STUDENTS*

ANNOUNCING

•Life Adjustment
•Relationship Problems
•Alcohol and Drug Problems
•Health and Physical Problems
•Eating Disorders and Nutrition
•Stress Management

1

'I. ••••••••••••••• ·.•••••• " 'I. ..••••••••••••••••••• "

THE STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
stern Illinois University Student Assistance Program
es confidential, professional and voluntary assistance
support to students for personal problems that may
ersely affect the experience they have at Eastern.
tional programs are offered to prevent problems while
oting the general well-being of the students at ElU.
e Student Assistance Program offers assistance and
referral regarding:

25

Wolff Tanning Beds
with Face Tanner
New Bulbs

I

,
1· . , .

_

:Playing originals PLUS songs by:
: Badlands, Queensryche, Icon, :
Tesla, etc.
·
:

c

Plus originals from their
upcoming album

$1 (8-10 WI coupon):
••.•.••.•...•.....•....••.••..... "
i~~~!~~~?.~ ~~ .(~-~-~ .Y!/.?~.~p~~~ :'I.Admission

.i

DORM REFRIGERATORS
& MICROWAVE OVENS
STILL AVAILABLE

vo·· u

CAN PERUS.E

Microwave

$5900

t••··································
1 doubt l{odney King
will have a cameo
role in this video
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) :-- The Five-0 Rap
Crew is a streetwise bunch, and they're regulars
at the city's police station.
But that's by choice. These rappers are police
·
officers - and proud of it.
The five have been rapping together for several months, making music they hope will inspire
city kids to stay away from drugs and crime.
One of their songs, entitled "Drugs: Don't
Believe the Hype," is a straightforward appeal
for kids to steer clear of drugs and violence.
"That's really how we feel," said officer Clifford Smith, the group's writer and producer.
The group, which includes female officer
Giselle Gambel, has had its songs played on local
radio stations. They're hoping to produce a firstrate music video and go national.

Bet that he
was a
sore loser
GILBERT, Ariz. (AP) ~ Police playing softball
with a team of young people as a way to
improve relations waited until after the game to
arrest one of their opponents on an outstanding
warrant.
Lt. Jack Young said he learned just before
Saturday night's game that Jimmy Gomez, 18,
was on the opposing team.
Gomez is accused in a warrant of misde-

. CHEERTEAM
TRYOUT
Girls &Guys
J.V. Squad
Clinics to be held
Aug. 23, 26, 27 on
McAfee Stage
For more info call
Dave 345-6754

meanor cnarges ot cnmmal damage and trespassing after he and six other people got into a
fight nearly a year ago, Young said.
"We waited until the game was over because
we didn't want to cause a problem, " Young said
Monday.
"It would have been all right, except that
Jimmy started raising his voice and drawing a
crowd," he said .. "Some of the players started to
gather round. I suppose, at the time, they felt
like they had been set up." Gomez was released
to his mother's custody.
Police won the game 19-13.

CARLYLE RENTALS
820 Lincoln 348-7746
I

111~
......~<CRUlITMIE

"Sununu Syndrome"
reaches the state
level
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP} - Gov. Guy Hunt, a
Baptist minister, traveled on state airplanes to
make out-of-state preaching engagements,
renewing ethics questions that have plagued him
since his re-election campaign last year.
Hunt, governor since 1987, roused suspicion
recently when he refused to discuss his out-ofstate travel, citing security.
Hunt then, as now, cited a 1980 ethics opinion that said the governor can use state transportation to go anywhere he wants.
Bob Lord, a member of the Eureka Primitive
Baptist Church in Tifton, where Hunt flew in a
state plane May 25, said church members
"always take up an offering. We believe in supporting our ministers."
Records show the governor's office spent at
least $184,000 so far this fiscc;1l year to use state
aircraft.

Royal Heights

Mini·
Large9m

9mo.

FAJIR
• Grune Booths
• Entertainment
•Food

.

•Fun
•Prizes

day. August 24, 199
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Library Quad
FREEi

The University Board provides Eastem's cam
1with the highest quality entertainment and acti
possible! The board consists of 14 fun-filled
committees. Come to find out more about it a
have lots of fun at the same time!
THIS WEEKEND AT

•Furnished
•Open
Courtyard

509 VAN BUREN AVE.
1 BLOCK SOUTH OF SQUARE - UPTOWN

Saturday Night
Main Bar

Fridav Night
9:30 - Close

*Only 2 left

Quintessence
Jazz Combo

$21 O/mo./person

Jazz for AllI

Worner Management

$2.00 Cover
25¢ Peel & Eat Shrimp

348-5312

HOURS: MON 11 :OOAM-1 :00

Friend's & C0

MUST BE 19
TO ENTER

1509 S. Second
"Behind White Hen"
·DeJux~ 3BR

·

GRILL OPEN
DAY

Saturda'lf. Ni
In The Dun e

EIU's Primo Jazz Spankwag
Trio
NIL-8 & Thr
Keyboard, Guitar,
3 Bands for 38
Saxophone

9:00- Close
Live Alternative M

'$2.00 Cover
9:30 - Close

SR.-GRAD. STUDENTS
IMPORTANT DATES
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTE

1991-92

JDANCCE PARTY

Aug.26
Aug.26
Aug.27
Aug.27
Aug.28
Aug.28
Aug.29
Aug.29
Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Sept. 10

THE BIGGEST CAMPUSWIDE DANCE PARTY

SAT. AUG. 24

GRAND BALLROOM
9:00pm TO 1:00 am
$1 w/ ID

1111

Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting
Info. Meeting

8:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. to
8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. to
9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. to
9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. to
8:00 a.m. to
9:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. to

9:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
·10:00 a.m .
5:00 p.m .
10:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon
C'ton/Mattoon

R

Rm
Rm
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Note: All meetings are held in the University Union
·
Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement Center
Student Services Building Rooms 11 , 12, 13
217/581 -2411
Office Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m .

HUMAN POTENTIAL

SB ON TIIE VERGE OF TIIE WEEKEND

Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement
Placement

•
FRIDAY, AUGUST 23,

Friday, August 23, t 991
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nti-smoking group advocates tough tactics
PRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) commandos of the anti'ng movement laid plans at
international conference
sday for boycotts, guerrilla
s, and even civil disobedie to keep cigarettes away
teen-agers.
bout 200 activists opened
sessions with several versalvos at the tobacco compawhich one organizer called
"anti-health industry." The
rence was organized by the
gfield-based Stop Teenage
'ction to Tobacco, or STAT,
velop grassroots strategies
limiting the sale and adverg of tobacco products to
scents.
was attended by doctors,
ers, health administrators,
nforcement otficia1s and
unity organizers from as
way as Israel. They're meetUl)til Sunday for workshops
ch topics as "raining on the
Morris parade," "guerrilla
ter-marketing tactics" and
ter-advertising and demonions." At the opening
ay, STAT board member
h W. Cherner told
ipants that tobacco compaa're victimizing young peo-

pie with their advertising.
"What a person does to themselves is their business, but what
that person does to innocent victims is everyone's business,"
said Chemer, who is also president of Smokefree Educational
Services in New York City.
Conference organizers say
tobacco companies induce about
3,000 new minors to smoke each
day with advertising that targets
young people. The tobacco
industry insists it aims ads at
adults.
Dr. Robert D. Jaffe of Seattle
came to the conference to teach
what he calls "guerrilla warfare
tactics" to fight the tobacco
companies. He said some opponents have even turned to acts of
civil disobedience, like whitewasning cigarette posters ,
though he does not necessarily
advocate such protests.
Jaffe serves as executive
director of Washington DOC, or
Doctors Ought t9 Care, which
has shadowed a traveling Bill of
Rights exhibit sponsored by
Philip Morris Cos. Inc., the
tobacco giant.
The protesters built a 15-foottall fiberglass likeness of the
Statue of Liberty and dubbed it

Nicotina. The statue, which lifts
a cigarette instead of a torch,
bears the inscription: "Give me
your poor, your tired, your
women, your children, yearning
to breathe free." It also displays
an electronic counter that organizers say ticks off the number
of people killed by tobacco
products since the tour began in
September 1990. The counter
now reads about 350,000.
STAT this week is publicizing
its boycott of foods sold by
tobacco company affiliates. The
group is asking organizations
and businesses to stop buying
Nabisco products, whicll are
affiliated with R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.; and products of
Kraft General Foods, which are
sold b an o erating compan of
Philip Morris.
STAT president Joe B. Tye
said boycott organizers hope to
pressure the tobacco companies
into abandoning advertising that
may target young people.
Asked about the boycott, RJR
Nabisco spokesman Jason
Wright said only: "We don't
comment on publicity stunts."
He referred other questions to a
Reynolds spokesman who did
not immediately return a call.

A spokeswoman for Philip
Morris U.S.A. said her company
supports a minimum age of 18
for purchasing cigarettes and
directs its advertising only to
adults. "We don't want children
to smoke, so we're basically on
the same side here," said Karen
Daragan of the New York City:
based company.
Some participants in the conference favor more traditional
means of opposition. Dr. Joe
DiFranza of Fitchburg, who puts
out his own national anti-tobacco newsletter, gave a workshop
on political efforts to restrict
cigarette vending machines.
He said "there's been an
explosion of activity" in the past
two years by municipalities and
states banning or I" "ting e
use of vending machines to sell
cigarettes.
Daragan said Philip Morris
favors placing vending machines
in places where adults can supervise their use, but opposes banning them.
"Cigarette sales are legal in
this country, and as long as
cigarettes remain legal, adults
have the right to choose to buy
our products and have access to
them," she said.

Teachers
oppose ~
I

nominee
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
American Federation of
Teachers said Thursday it
opposes Clarence Thomas'
nomination to the Supreme
Court.
"There is nothing in
Thomas' short judicial career
that leads us to believe that he
will rise above his ideological
biases or be able to offer the
insights required of those who
sit on the nation's high court,"
said Albert Shanker, president
of the 780,000-member union.
The nion, ·n a statement,
said its executive council had
voted to oppose Thomas'
nomination.
Shanker noted the AFLCIO's finding that Thomas'
record "shows that he would
not support the aspirations of
working people, minorities
and trade unionists." The
AFL-CIO previously had
announced its opposition to
Thomas.

•

AlTENTION ALL MEN INTERESTED
IN JOINING A FRATERNITY!
ttend The Rush Orientation This

Sunday.~at J3:30

Delta tJ.
Chi X

Delta tJ.
Sigma I
Phi ct>

Delta tJ.
Tau T
Delta tJ.

Kappa K
Delta tJ.
Rho P

Lambda A
Chi
X
Alpha A

Pi
TI
KappaK
Alpha A

Sigma I
Chi X

Sigma I
Nu N

Sigma I
Phi
ct>
Epsilon E

Sigma I
Pi
TI

Greek
Court

Greek
Court

1707
9th St.

T.B.A.

Greek
Court

Greek
Court

Greek
Court

Greek
Court

Greek
Court
<l>II

956
6th St.

Bus Tour/
Open House

Bus Tour/
Open House

Bus Tour/
Open House

Bus Tour/
Open House

Bus Tour/
Open House

Bus Tour/
Open House

BusTour/
Open House

6:30PM
Comedy
Night

Tau T
Kappa K .
Epsilon E
T.B.A.

BusTour/
Bus Tour/
Bus Tour/
Bus Tour/
Open House Open House Open House Open House

5:30PM
Barbeque

7:30 PM
Cookout
with the
Sig Eps

6:00PM
Steak
dinner

7:00 PM
Meet the men
of
Tau Kappa
Epsilon

7:00 PM
Hawaiian
Luau

7:00PM
Volleyball
BBQ

7:00PM
Casino
Night

7:00PM
Mexican
Fiesta

7:00PM
Caribbean
Night

5:30PM
Taste of
Pi Kappa
Alpha

Cookout
Withe
Ladies of
EIU

7:00PM
Dating
Game

7:00 PM
All You
Can Eat
Pizza

7:00PM
Western
BBQ

7:00 PM
Casino
Night

7:00PM
Maui
Night

6:00PM
Sigma Chi
Social

5:30PM
"Snake"
Volleyball

7:30PM
Hawaiian
Luau

6:00PM
Casino
Night

7:00PM
Graffiti
Night

7:00PM
Open House
"Come as
You Are"

7:00PM
Nuts &
Bolts

7:00PM
Women of
EIU

7:00PM
Hawaiian
Luau

7:00PM
Cookout
withe
Chops

8:00PM
Corn
Roast

6:00PM
Volleyball
& Cookout

7:00PM
Pasta
Night

7:30PM
Game Show
Night

5:30PM
Pizzaria
Night

7:00PM
White
Castle
Night

581-6595

345-9023
or
581-6585

581-6898

581-3967

345-9523

581-3967

581-6790

581-6893

348-8222

581-3967

Thursday, Aug~ 29
FORMAL SMOKER

·"All Houses"

581-6890

Friday, Aug. 30
PLEDGE NIGHT/ASSOCIATE MEMBER

"All Houses"
•

Let the campus know what services you offer. Place an ad in the
Classifieds of The Daily Eastern
News!

The Daily Eastern
News cannot be responsible for more than one
day's Incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertlsi ng must meet the 2
p.m. deadline to appear
in the next day's publication. Any ads processed
after 2 p.m. will be published In the following
days newspaper . Ads
cannot be canceled after
the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid In advance. Only
accounts with established credit may be
billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

NOW HIRING fill-time and parttime. Caring individuals to help
teach developmentally disabled
adults. Some full-time benefits
available. $4.60/hr. apply in person 738 18th St.
12/6
,...,M""O""D""'E::".LC-CS~N-,,E=-E=-=-D=E=D: . . ,M. . ,. . . ,.ae
l 0r
Female Models for Life Drawing
Classes. If interested, call 5813410 to apply.
=-=~=~~c-c=~--8/23
DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted for
full and part-time positions. Must
be at least 18 years old and have
proof of insurance. Apply in person at Jimmy John's Sub Shop
1417 Fourth St. before 11 a.m. or
after 2 p.m.
- - - , - - - -- - - - -8/23
Want to be published? The Daily
Eastern News needs reporters
and copy editors to cover campus
events and help edit copy. Interested? Call Stuart , Debbie or
Penny at 581-2812 or stop by
The DAily Eastern News, N. Buzzard Gym.
=c----,----.,---,----8/30
Sitter/transportation for preschool
girl, 8:00 to 9:00 and 11 :00-3:30 1
or 2 days a week. 345-6118.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ 8/23
Have something to sell? Need a
place to live? Need a roommate?
Advertise in the Classifieds of
The Daily Eastern News! We
accept Visa and MasterCard!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
FARM HELP &/or TRUCK
DRIVERS! Students - Work
around your class schedule .
Mornings, afternoons, evening
hrs. available . Experience preferred. Min. $4.15/hr. 946-4210.

The Dally Eastern
News assumes no liability if for any reason it
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmnD

TRAVEL

o-=.,..,..,.-~,..,,..,.7"""-....,,--,,.-.,..--8128

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

NOW HIRING for full & part-time.
Cooks, waitresses & food prep.
Apply in Person August 26th 9
a .m. till 4 p.m . at BURRITO
HEAVEN 615 Monroe.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
EXTERIOR PAINTERS. Experienced Student Painters needed
to paint Charleston are homes.
Full or Part-time. AMERICA'S
COLLEGE PAINTERS 1-(800)626-6267 "painting America's
homes coast to coast"

HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST~ FOUND

Mor F ROOMMATE WANTED,
own bedroom, $135 utilities incld.
Call 345-4890 for Brett or stop by
1402 3rd.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 8/23

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The
oaily

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name: ________ _ __ ____~
Address:

-----------------Students D Yes D No

Phone:

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Ad to read:

Under Classification of: - - - - - -- -- - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
Person accepting ad _ _ __ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

D Cash

D Check

D Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
t reafter. Students w~h valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.111. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

he News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

ROOMMATE WANTED! Open
bedroom on Madison. Large
room, hardwood floors , clean . .
.$150/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. For
more info, call 345-1235, leave
name and number!
~-....,-------8/27
Female roommate wanted, serious student, non-smoker, $140, 3
blocks from EIU , call Jennifer,
348-5201 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 8/23
Female roommate needed, nice,
new 2br/ 2ba, washer/dryer,
Charleston $200/mo. Phone 3481712.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/29
Female roommate.
Royal
Heights. $165.00 plus utilities.
Ask for Michele 345-7992 .
September;s rent free.
8/29
"'N,,,_e-e....,d-ed..,.-m-a....,l_e_r_o_o_m_m_a_t_e_at St.
James Place Apt. Charleston, IL
Call 217-347-8909 in evenings.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _8/30
Roommate wanted! Nonsmoker,
$140 plus 1/2 utilities. Quiet setting. Galt 345-4871 .
=--,------~~8/23
Female roommate needed large
one-bedroom apartment. 875 7th
$135 each. 345-7387 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/28

Subleaser needed! Close to campus, behind Dominos - $135/mo.
Female. Call 345-3185 or 3451608.

House for Rent 4 people. 1 block
from campus . 345-2263, 3453401.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___8/30
2 room furnished apt. Very close
to EIU. Call 345-4757.
.,---- - - - - - -·8/26
Quiet one bedroom furnished
apartment near square. Utilities
paid. Call 345-4336.
,-.,....,....,---.,..-----..,.--8./23
Mother and teenage daughter
seek to share home with quiet
female in attractive neighborhood
609 Ashby Dr. 348-0203 or 3451160.
_ _ _ _ _ _____8/23
Furnished 2-bedroom apartment
for one other quiet, non-smoking
female. Own room. Washer/dryer.
345-2564.
.,,-,,c=-=~-,-.,..-.,..---~8/23

2 BOA furnished apartment 2 or 3
students $375/ month. Deposit
required. 345-401 o.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apt. for 1
or 2 people $220/mo. 3 bedroom
apt. for 2 or 3 people $350/mo for
2 or $375/mo for 3 persons. Call
348-5937.
_ _ _ _ __ __ __8/23
3 bedroom apt. available furnished or unfurnished - new carpet & vinyl. Single roommates
needed have own bedroom in big
apt. w/new carpet & vinyl. Call
Nicki 345-4600.

3 bedroom furnished apartment 1
block north of Lincoln on 9th .
345-6621 or 348-8349.
_ _ _ _ __ ____ 12/6
Brittany Ridge Apts. Includes utilities, close to campus. Appliances
furnished. 9, 10, 12 month leases. Deposit required. (217) 3590079.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___8/23
2 bedroom large furnished apartment convenient to EIU and the
Square. 345-6621 or 348-8349.
.,-,.---,,---..,.----~~.1216
3 bedroom in new· apt. building
fully furnished. Low utilities. One
block north of Lincoln on 4th.
345-6621 or 348-8349.
= - - - - - -- - --12/6
Two bedroom furnished apartment includes all appliances and
dishwasher. Free laundry facilities. 1017 Woodlawn. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Male subleaser needed. Own
room, only 165/mo. utilities paid.
Excellent location. Call (618)8692667 after 5:30. Ask for Shane.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Need a place to live? Looking for
a roommate? Check out the Classifieds of The Dai l y Eastern
News!

Woman's brown leather
jacket sz . small $75 . B
leather fringed jacket sz.
$75. Call 345-2041 after
p.m.
15-inch full page display
interface for Mac SE, $400.
3220, 345-4753.
Complete sound system for
Board, snake, amps, stan
works. Even trailer 348-1
time.
Metal Desk 30 1/2 high,
long. $35. Call 345-6797.
Sony CD player $50, adv
tal sound processor $!50.
auto base speakers w/eq
digital radio cassette $200.
345-7282.
Magnavox stereo $30. R
stereo $125. Marantz Eq
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" sp
$15. 348-5460.

8~0

..,.----.,.--..,.-.,..---~.,--•8/30

PIONEER STEREO SY
COMPLETE WITH CAB
HPM 100 SPEAKES. $2
3711 DAVEOR345-7818.

Get the
Experience

Apt. located close to EIU for 3
students $360/mo. 826-2598 eve.
826-6334 day.

Now!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a cook-out Sunday Aug.
25th from 4-7 p.m. at the Newman Center (corner of 9th & Lincoln).
Music by "The Grooves!"
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have the first meeting of the semester on
Aug. 26th at 5:30 p.m. in 301 Life Science. Please bring your $30
membership fee.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will have its 1st official meeting for all
active members on Aug. 28th. The following meeting will be one week
later for all who are interested in attending. Circle K is a college community service organization. All members please contact Dave at 3451587.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Beach Party tonight
at 7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus House south of Lawson Hall.
Swim wear and summer fun. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY INC. will have its 1st official
meeting (chapter) on Aug. 25th at 5:30 p.m. at the University Union
Neoga Rm. Any questions contact your Basileus: Tiffany C. Jackson at
581 -2447.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend Masses on Sat. at 6:30 p.m.
& Sun. at 11 a.m. at Buzzard Auditorium.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the.deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

ACROSS
1 Cotton on a
stick
s"- - inthe
Dark," 1964 film
10 No fashion
plate, he
14 Cradle rocker
15 Plant opening
19 Plant of the
crucifer family
17 What warriors
bear
11 Alternative to
CD's
11 He's in a class
by himself
200RTYPE
a Dairy
cacophony
24 Esthetic pursuit
25 Flight members

27 Blab
21 Ltr.
afterthoughts
32 "Faster-speeding .. ."
33 Pedro's avid
assent
MTwofold
UMADTAIL
•Tramcar
contents
• Pacific goose
40Try
41 Lucy, to Linus
42 Drinks that
sound helpful
43 Alley button
44Blackbird
•Teamster's
transport
•PILLSIEGE

that will get
you a job later!
The Dally
Eastern News
is hiring:
Advertising
Representatives
&. Advertising
Designers
(Macintosh experience needed)

Apply at The Eastern
News office
BB N. Gym

S3 Brotherly

basebal; name
54 Oh, Howe he

could invent!
55 Sal's last name?

57Norell
contemporary
sa Electra, to
Menelaus
H Uri marksman
eo Dotted, as with
stars
•1 Aquariums
a Event at
C.C.N.Y.

DOWN
1 A little Scotch?
2 Distort
3Magazine
articles?
4 Bargain sites
s Colt .45's, today
•Refusesto
move
7 Kachina doll
makers
I Augury
a Its capital is
Hobart
•Nasser's
10 Actor Bakula
succes~or
11 Burt's spouse
12 Toast topper
31 Roll 'em in the
13 Swiss capital
aisles
21 Uris best seller n "Terrible"
22Assn.
numbers
25 Puppeteer
33 Koko's weapon
Lewis
MScatter
n Some are tall
31Needy
27 Puts one's
37 Rains cats and
name to
dogs
21"Woe - -!"
21 Sphygmometer 42 Whatever's
recording
there

43 Della and Pee
Wee
44Blueshade
•Sans tightness
•June celebrities
47 Bjorn's rival,
once

41 Kind of lens
48 Pelvic bones

so Mortgage
11 Alpine goat
12 Author Leffland
M Street providin
shade?

-~~~9
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Fall Semester 1991
~-----8/23
hevette 4 speed AM/FM
• new tires. looks great,
75,000 miles $2300.00
li--_

12/6

_ _ __

e Sale: Kirchner Subdi5 families , 4 block area.
a-household-carpet-baby
ice clothing-keyboard-toys-air conditioner-biblifacts and much more .
, IL.

.,._-,-....,.-....,.---8/23
e twin beds , on rollers ,
I wood , complete . (new
s, springs ) 250 ea. Set
Desk & K Wood , $60.
5th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _8/27
te engineering graphics
. $20 . .4)all Anne 345-

._.._ _ _ _ _.8127
Lantz building. Set of
red Nike Key ring . Call
-7747.
_ _ _ __ _ 8/26
eys with picture frame
ey chain found in Buz. To claim call 2812.
..,.__ _ _ _ _8/27
rey checkbook wi red
ssible lost at Kiehm or
345-6759. Reward.
_ _ _ _ _ _8/27
: Lost Keys - blue key
keys. If found call Cheryl
10.

RAPHERS NEEDED
Daily Eastern Ne~s .
tings every MOn . at 6
Shannon Thomas at
s or stop by Buzzard
8/23
111::-:C""Kc;-,-:;T;,-H;-;-IS;::;-;-Y;;:Ec-;A=R, TO
MAS HALL STUDS 0, DAVID, TOM, MIKE,
ON, JOE, JODY AND
NE CLEAVER .

Do you commute to Champaign?
Grad student needs ride M-Th.
Call 345-7388.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/29
1991-92 Eventsful calendar
books on sale NOW! Union Bookstore. $4.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Attention All Men: Check out
EIU's Fraternities on Sunday at
5:#0 in the Union .
- - - - - - - - -8/23
All interested men : Fraternity
Rush begin s Sunday at 5:30 in
the Union.
----~----8/23
If th e person whose license pl ate
is KRN 552 is interested in ca r
pooling from Urbana please contact 2719 and ask for Dao.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/23
To all Sig Ep: Meeting at 33
Bloomfield Univ. Court 6:00 Sat.
8-24. See ya there.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/23
1991-92 Eventsful calendar
books on sale NOW! Union Bookstore. $4.
-----~---8/23
Interested in becoming a student
senator? Student Govt . is
appointing senators to fill 7
vacancies. Any students interested are urged to apply in Room
201 , University Union.
- -- - - - - -- 8./29
Phi Gamma Nu Professional
Business Fraternity Rush Rush
Rush! Tues . 8/27 5:30 LH 017
Formal , Wed . 8/28 5:30 LH 017
Formal , Wed. 8/28 TBA Informal ,
Thurs. 8/29 5:30 LH 017 Formal.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.8/26
Kelly Behrens : You made it
through! Let's have a great year!
Debbie.

--------~8/23

Congratulations PETE CHORNEY SIGMA NU Vice President.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Furniture Sale: Fri - Sat. a.m. 81 2. 2522 S . 5th St. Moving Many misc . items . Lamps , kit.
equipment, lava, cab , incl. sink,
med. cab. lights , continuing next
10-2
. _ _8/27
wk.
__
_by
_chance
___
The Golden Comb Beauty & Tanning Salon 1205 3rd 1 1/2 blks.
N. Lincoln 345-7530.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 8/26
UB Coordinator Positions available. Come to 201 Union for
applications . Interviews Tues ..
Aug . 27.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 8/23
1991-92 Eventsful calendar
books on sale NOW! Union Bookstore. $4.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23

University Board Recruitment
Carnival : Sat .. Aug . 24, Library
Quad, 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 8/23
We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds , class rings ,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
Rummage Sal e - Charleston .
Ad ul t clo t he s (s ome nam e
brand s), bea d room-divid ers,
bea r rug s, shop hair dryer &
mo re, Fr, 8-5 & Sat. 8- 1 1424
Krishire.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23

Sat.
Dec. 7

Mon.
Dec.9

Tue.
Dec.10

Wed.
Dec. 11

Thur.
Dec.12

0800-1000

T-1000

M-1400

T-1100

T-1400

M-0900

1030-1230

M-1100

M-1030
Makeup or
Arranged

T-0800

T-1500
T-1530
Makeup or
Arranged

T-1600
Makeup or
Arranged

1300-1500

M-1800
Makeup or
Arranged

M-0800

M-1 600
Makeu p or
Arranged

M-1300

M-1200

fcHARGEl

1530-1730

M-1000

T- 1300

T-0900
T-0930

M-1 500

T- 1200
T-1 230

I
IT
I
I TODAY!I

1900-2100

M-1900

T-1900

W-1900

R-1900

: The Daily:
1 Eastern 1
1 News 1
1s now

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I

accepting
VISA
and
MASTERCARD
for all your
advertising
needs

1
1

I
I
I
I
I

·1
ca111
581-2812 1

1. Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the
week irrespective of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity.
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour
of the multiple-hour block.
3. AM- , T- , W- . or R-, prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday,
Tuesday , Wednesday, or Thursday. For example, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time
for the final is in a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, R-1900 is for a class having its first class hour meeting.,of the week at 1900 on
Thursday, etc.
•
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "Makeup/Arranged"
are to be used only in cases where:
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns
established herein;
b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Summer Term Schedule as "ARR";
c. A studen.t presents an approved examination change request form.
,
5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the
instructor and , if given, should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the
term.
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion
- of an instructor and, if given , are to conform to the schedule patterns established hereli1.
7. Final examinations for intersession and five-week session courses should be scheduleo
for the regular class meeting time on the examination day stipulated in the Summer
Term 1991 calendar.
8. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the
provisions of #5 and/or #6 above , or by departmental recommendation.
9. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written
approval of the Dean , Student Academic Services.
1a. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of the department chair and the Dean of the College, according to guidelines established by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

L----'
IMAGINE A NEWSPAPER
WITH NO NEWS •••

REPORTERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS
NEEDED AT
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
DEBBIE CARLSON

OR
STUART TART
AT 581-2812

Sam Taber, Dean
Student Academic Services

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 wor{fs ONE DAY is $1.00
*The 1 tor $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

vin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

TEACHER CERTIFICATION
EXAMS

All applicants for Illinois teach·
ing certificates (or administrative
or school service personnel cer·
tificates) must pass the Illinois
Certification Tests before being
issued a certificate. These consist
of a Basic SKills TEst and a subject~matter examination. It is suggested that the Basic Skills TEst
be taken early in one's college
career and the subject exam be
taken after completion of all or
most of the courses in one's
major
Since these tests are given
only four times each year, interested individuals should be aware
of the dates and deadlines listed
below. Anyone having questions
concerning these exams, or
needing registration forms, study
guides, or assistance, may contact the College of Education in
Buzzard Building 210.
Test Date Registration Dead·
Score Report Date
line
October-5, 1991
August 24,
1991
November 16, 1991
January 11, 1992
November
30, 1991
February 22, 1992
April 11, 1992
February
29, 1992
May 23, 1992
July 11, 1992
May
30,
1992
August22, 1992
George W. Schlinsog
Associate Dean, College of Edu·
cation
STUDENT INFORMATION
CHANGES

When changes occur, errors
are detected, or information i~
missing in the following basic student information items, please
report them to the offices indicated.
,
Housing Office ·
local and/or
home address and telephone
numbers;
Student Academic Services ·
resident status,,{legree, major,

1

minor, option, adviser;
Records Office ·
social security number, name, classification,
marital status, or any other
changes or additions not covered
above.
Samuel J. Taber Dean,
student Academic Services
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS

Students who have completed
42 semester hours AND three of
the following courses-ACC
2100, ACC 2150, BED 2510 OR
COM 2175, MGT 2750, COM
2810-with a grade of C or better
may now apply for admission to
the Lumpkin College of Business
(Lumpkin Hall 112) for Spring
Semester, 1992. All five tool
courses and 60 semester hours
must be completed by the end of
Fall Semester, 1991. In order to
pre-enroll in upper-division business classes, admission to the
Lumpkin College of Business is
required. Deadline for making
application is 4:30 p.m. on
September 13, 1991.
T.W. lvarie
Dean, Lumpkin College of Business
CREDIT/NO CREDIT,
AUDIT DEADLINES

The deadline for requesting
CREDIT/NO CREDIT grading
status for a Fall class is 4:00
p.m., WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM·
BER 4. Request this using the
Touch-Tone System.
The deadline for requesting
AUDIT grading status is TUES·
DAY, AUGUST 27, 4:30 P.M. Pick
up an audit card in the Registration Office, get it signed by the
instructor of the class, and return
it to the Registration Office by the
deadline.
A student must be officially
enrolled in a class before

Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
FALL ADD/DROPS
The deadline for adding a Fall
class is AUGUST 23-TODAY.
Adds and drops may be made by
using the Touch· Tone System
until evening hours end tonight.
The deadline for dropping a
class is WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM·
BER 4 AT 4:00 P.M. if you do not
want the class to appear on your
record.
Plan to call in on Touch-Tone at
least 15 minutes before the system goes down.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
TOUCH-TONE HOURS
REVISED

Beginning Thursday, September 5, the lines for the Touch·
Tone System will not be available
in the evening from 4:30 p.m.
until 6:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday. This is a change from the
hours pyblished in the Fall class
schedule bulletin.
Always plan to call in on the
Touch~Tone system at least 15
minutes before system hours
end.
The hours on Wednesday,
September 4 will end at 4:00
p.m.-there will be no evening
hours for the Touch-Tone System
on that day. Be sure to drop any
classes you intend to drop by
4:00 p.m. on September 4.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
STUDENT INSURANCE
REFUND

Students who can provide evidence of having health insurance
equal to or better than the EIU
Student Accident and Sickness

.. REQUESTS TO
WlfHHOLD INFORMATION

PRIVACY ACT RIGHTS

Students wishing to make requests to withhold
personal directory information under the notices
published below must do so each year. Students
wh6 requested last year that directory information be withherd must make a new request if they
wish the information withheld in 1990-91 school
year. For additional information , call 581 -5981,
University Relations, Old Main 111. Requests
must be filled out and signed no late than
September 6.

Under the Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974, each student of Eastern Illinois University
is granted the right to insfiect and review his/her
education records in accordance with the poli·
des and procedures adopted by the University
to implement the Ad.

Daniel Thornburgh , Director
University Relations

Copies .of the Eastern Illinois University policy on
the Privacy Rights of Eastern Illinois University
Students are available in
the Office of University Relatio.ns, 111 Old Main .
A student requesting access to his/her education
records shall proceed as follows :

PUBLIC NOTICE
Categories of Information which Eastern Illinois
University Has Designated as Directory Information:
·

1. A student wishing to review his/her education
records shall complete a request to inspect personal records at the designated office where
those records are maintained.

Under the Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974, Eastern Illinois University is required to
give public notice of the categories of student
information which it has designated as directory
information. Those categories are published
below.

2. A student shall be granted review of his/her
education records as soon as possible and no
later than 45 days after receipt of his/her
request. The specific time and location for such
review shall be determined by the custodian of
the record.

To request that any or all of the directory information concerning him/her should not be
released without prior approval, a student should
appear in person prior to 4:30 p.m. on September 6, 1991, at the Office of University Relations,
Room 111, Old Main, and make the request in
writing on forms provided by the University. Student identification is required at the time of the
request.

•••••
DIRECTORY INFORMATION
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

1991
GENERAL Dl':!ECTORY INFORMATION
Name, Sex, Local Telephone Number, Student
Classification (Freshman, Sophomore, etc.),
Degree and/or Major, Local Address, Home
Address.
DIRECTORY INFORMATION FOR MEDIA USE
Parents' Names, Parents' Address(es), High
School Attended, Honors, and Awards.
DIRECTORY INFORMATION FOR ALUMNI
ACTIVITIES
Date of Graduation, Spouse's Name, Years
Attended EIU, Degree, Permanent Address.
DIRECTORY INFORMATION
ACTIVITIES

ATHLETIC

The custodian shall ensure that the student (a)
has filed a written request, (b) presents appropri·
ate identification, (c) views only his/her record,
and (d) reviews his/her own record under appropriate supervision.
3. Records or portion~ of records may be provided to the student upon request for a fee which
covers the cost to the University for copying the
record. The amount charged shall be copying
charges regularly established by the University.
4. A student may challenge the content of
his/her education record on the basis that one or
more items are misleading, inaccurate, or otherwise inappropriate. He may request that the
item(s) be amended, corrected , or deleted.
(Grade appeals are administered under a separate University policy.)

If his/her challenge is not resolved to his/her satisfaction, the student may make a formal request
for a hearing on a form available at the designated office where the records in question are
maintained.
The student and custodian of the records shall
thereafter schedule a meeting with a review offi·
cer appointed by the President. An ad hoc committee of faculty and administrative personnel,
appointed by the President, shall act as an
appeal review committee in the event a challenge is not resolved. The review committee
shall conduct its hearing according to established federal regulations and report its decision
within 14 calendar days from the date of the
request for a hearing. All decisions may be
appealed to the President.

Athlete's Position of Team/Squad, Height,
Weight, High School Attended.

H a student believes that the university has failed
to comply with requirements of the Act, he/she

Insurance, may request "Petition
for Insurance Refund" forms from
Student Health Insurance, Stu·
dent Services Building, East
Wing. A copy of your insurance
company's outline of coverage or
a copy of your medical ID card
must be attached to the completed "Petition for Insurance Refund"
forms.
SEPTEMBER 4, 1991 is the
last date these petitions will be
accepted for Fall Semester, 1991.
The refund is $56.00 for this
semester.
Joyce Hackett
Medical Insurance Specialist
PART·TIME STUDENT
INSURANCE

Fall Semester 1991 students
who are registered for 9, 10, or 11
hours as resident students may
purchase Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance for the
semester by obtaining an applica·
tion from Student Health Insurance, Student Services Building,
East Wing, and making payment
prior to 3:30 p.m . .SEPTEMBER
4, 1991 at the Cashier's Window
in the Business Office. Cost is
$56.00 for the semester.

Spouse $710.00
EACH Child $575.40
Please note: Even though you
have purchased spouse and/or
dependent insurance coverage,
spouse and dependents are not
entitled to use Pharmacy or
Health Services with the purchase of this insurance.
Joyce Hackett
Medical Insurance Specialist
HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAMINATION

The Health Studies Competency Examination will be given on
Tuesday, November 19, 1991.
Register in person between 11 :00
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday at the booth in the
Union Bookstore Lounge; bring a
photo ID (driver's license preferred) and $2 for the fee. The
registration period for this examination is August 19 · November
12.
NOTE: You may take the
Health Studies Competency
Examination ONLY ONCE.

DEPENDENT INSURANCE

Students who have our Stu·
dent Accident and Sickness
Insurance for Fall Semester
1991, and who desire to purchase Fall Semester coverage for
their dependents should obtain
an application from Student
Health Insurance, Student Services Building, East Wing~ and
make payment prior to 3:30 p.m.
SEPTEMBER 4, 1991 at the
Cashier's Window in the Business Office. Cost for Fall
Semester 1991 dependent coverage is:

The Constitution Examination
will be given in the afternoon and
evening of Tuesday, October 15.
Register in person from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. MOnday through Friday
at the booth in the Union Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo ID
(driver's license preferred) and $2
for the fee. The registration peri·
od for this exam is August 19 ·
October 8.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services

To satisfy graduation r
ments for the Bachelor's
at Eastern Illinois Univers·
must pass the Writing C
cy Examination. (See un
uate catalog). REgister
this examination after you
completed sixty semester
(typically English 1001 and
or the equivalent). Reg·
person from 11 :00 to 3:
day through Friday at the
the Union Bookstore L
bring a photo ID (driver's
preferred) and $1 O for t
The first of two examina
semester will be given on
DAY, OCTOBER 1. Regi
begins August 19. The I
to receive a refund is S
17.
SEATING IS LIMITED.
TER AS EARLY AS PO
TO ASSURE A SEAT.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Servi
ORAL ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY ASSE

David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION

Joyce Hackett
Medical Insurance Specialist

WRITING COMPETE
EXAMINATION

The Board of Gover
varsities has adopted a
of Oral English Prof
Assessment for all ins
staff. Students who have
understanding instructors
If possible, first cons
instructor. In the event
difficulties are not reso
student should address
concerns to the Chair
department ip which the I
teaches. Subsequent
may also be possible thr
Dean of the student's
and then through the Pr
Vice President for Ac
Affairs.
Robert L. Kindrick Provost
Vice President
for Academic Affairs

may make a formal complaint to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Office (FERPA) of
the Department of Education.
Students are herein advised that it is university
policy to forward appropriate education records
on request to a school in which a student seeks
or intends to enroll.

College of Business
Room 307, Lumpkin Hall
College of Education
Room 209, Buzzard Building

The following is a list of student records maintained by the University, including the location
and custodian of each :

Graduate School
Room 206, Old Main

ACADEMIC, including permanent record, grade
changes and removal of incomplete forms , high
school transcript~ . transcripts and evaluations
from other post-secondary educational institutions, academic waivers, letters of academic dis·
missal , and letters of reinstatement.
-Registrar
Room 119, Old Main
ADVISEMENT, including grade reports and test
scores for students assigned to the Academic
Assistance Center. --Academic Assistance
Center (Only students assigned to Center)
-Director, Academic Assistance Center
Room 100, Blair Hall
Individual Advisors
ALUMNI, including information submitted with
application for graduation.
-Director, Alumni Services
Linder House
ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND ABSENCE
REPORTS
-Individual instructors and department heads
CAMPS AND CONFERENCES
-Director, Housing
University Union
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT,
including credentials, student teaching evaluations, employer references, and college and university recommendations.
-Director of Placement
Rooms 11, 12 and 13
Student Services Building
CONTINUING EDUCATION, including registration materials for short courses, workshops, noncredit courses, academic conferences, and offcampus courses.
-Dean, School of Adult and Continuing Education
Booth House
DISCIPLINARY AND BEHAVIORAL RECORDS
-University Judicial Hearing Officer
University Union
EVALUATIVE ITEMS AND REPORTS RELAT·
ING TO STUDENT'S PROGRESS TOWARD
GRADUATION.
OffjCe of APl>ropciate pean
College of Applied Sciences
Room 103, Kiehm Hall
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Room 201, Old Main

..

College of Fine Arts
Room 219, Doudna Fine Arts Center

College of Health , Physical Education
Recreation Room 164, Lantz Building

Board of Governors Degree Coordinator
Booth House
Career Occupations Degree Director
Room 304, Kiehm Hall
FINANCIAL AIDS, including loans, finan '
scholarships and health insurance.
-Director of Financial Aids
East Wing, Student Services Building
FOREIGN STUDENTS
International Students Advisor
Room 211, Old Main
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY MEMBE
Assistant Director of Student Activities
316, University Union
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Dean, Graduate School
Room 206, Old Main
GRANTS-IN-AID OFFICER
Grants-in-Aid Officer
Room 102, Student Services Building
PETITIONS FOR REINSTATEMENT
Vice President for Student Affairs Room 11
Main
REGISTRATION, including schedule
changes, fees paid, and outstanding bills.
-Director of Registration
Room 16, Southeast Basement, McAfee
nasium
SCHOLARSHIP DATA (EIU FOUNDATION)
Executive Officer, EIU Foundation
Brainard House
STUDENT HOUSING, including appli
material, billing, and assignment informal'
-Director of Housing
University Union
VETERANS, including Veterans Adminis
educational records and educational items
ing to use of benefits.
-Director, Veterans Services
Room 102, Student Services Building
Art Tate, Assistant Director
Universitv Relations
' . . '" "l' .f ""'
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ly Eastern News

illies knock off Pirates again
LADELPHIA (AP) - Darren Daulton 's
loaded single in the 11th inning gave the
a 4-3 victory over the Pirates on Thursday,
ing Philadelphia's winning streak at
s Stadium to 15.
Chamberlain opened the 11th with a single
John Kruk walked. After Charlie Hayes
ed the runners to second and third, Bob
relieved Bill Landrum (l-3) and walked
itter Jim Lindeman intentionally, setting up
's game-winning single.
h Williams (8-4) pitched two innings for
· tory, the Phillies' third straight over
h in their final at-bat.
Phillies won the first two games of the
with two-out hits in the bottom of the ninth.
y's victory pulled Philadelphia within one
club's longest home winning streak, 16 in

inning after Hayes singled, advanced to second or
Steve Lake's single and scored on an unusual
fielder's choice. Dickie Thon hit what appeared tc
be a single, but right fielder Bobby Bonilla
grabbed the ball and forced Lake at second a5
Hayes raced home.
Philadelphia made it 3-0 in the third on Lenn)
Dykstra's single and a homer by Chamberlain.
who has four home runs and l 0 RBis in his las1
six games.
The Pirates scored twice in the fifth on one hit.
a pair of walks and a sacrifice fly:
John Wehner opened with a single before Dor
Slaught and Jose Lind walked, loading the bases.
Wehner scored on Smith's groundout to first and
Slaught scored on Gary Redus' sacrifice fly.
The Pirates tied it 3-3 in the seventh on And)
Van Slyke 's sacrifice fly after two more walk5
loaded the bases.

Phillies took a 1-0 lead in the second

Michigan State in the first round
of the NCAA tournament,
viously, we all had Bennett could be getting calls
ed about getting a gold from NBA scouts soon.
"I would love that oppportuand that was our main
eading into competition," nity," he said. "A pretty wise
nnett, who scored a per- person told me that it is one
high 10 points in a win thing to play with this kind of
competition, but it is aµother to
entina.
just got beat by the bet- show that I belong and excel at
on th a t n ig ht. That 's the same time. This (Pan Am)
at happens and we don ' t experience has definitely helped
ything to hang our heads my chances."
"This is going to be a big year
him," said Keady. "He is like
for
h the increa se d media
John
Stockton was at this point
n Bennett received durin
his
college career and could
Pan Am games and, by
.
really
go
either way."
ay, he played in the
g Phoenix ~s 71-70 loss to

E UP to 9.50/HR
PART-TIME
, this is a great opportunity
valuable communications
your future, while making
h for today! Consolidated
eting is offering part-time
g positions with flexible
ng available Mon .-Sat. We
.00/HR Guaranteed plus
up to 9.50/HR! To build your
and make some good
at the same time call - 348-

the campus with Foster and
Green are now playing for
Rollins College in Florida.
"We wouldn't be here right
now if it wasn't for Coach
Sample. He'd do anything he
could to let us play (in college)," said Foster.
As far as the upcoming season is concerned, both girls
believe the team will have a
respectable year.
The match the girls are looking forward to is against the
University of Illinois.
"I think we can suprise a lot
of people. We 're not studs ...
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•
909 18th Street
Charleston
348-7515

815 Broa'clway
Mattoon
234-6442

PLEASE PRESENr TI-115 COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

!;

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday- August 22-25

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

Come to Judy's Hallmark Shops
Sidewalk Sale and receive

50%
OFF
• Selected Partyware
• Selected Picture Frames
• Selected Candles
• Selected Kitchenware
• Selected Gifts
"When You Care Enough To Send The Vety Best"

JlJDY'S

HALLMARK SHOP
West Park Plaza, Charleston, IL
Mon.-Sat.9-9, Sun. 12-5

Phom~

348-5473

CHICKEN SANDWICH, FRIES & 20 OZ.DRINK

$319

THE 1991 EIU PANTH.ER
MARCHING BAND

"We've got a whole new
look, and sound!"

performs for all home games, one
away game, and for the Chicago Bears
ome Opener in Chicago. Be a part of it.
Meet people, enjoy performing your
instrument,and receive full credit.
ou play a band instrument, or have been a
mber of your high school flag of drill team,
call 581-2622 NOW!!!

I

I

:-A Large (16") :
! Sausage Pizza !

ANNUAL SIDEWALK SALE

we're stabilizers. We just need
to build confidence in the team
and in ourselves," said Foster.
Foster and Green give
Ralston a lot of credit for the
team's success on the court as
well and in the classroom .
"She stresses academics .
She's always on us about our
classes," Green said. "Usually
the preseason is pretty easy, but
we've been working harder than
usual. Coach Ralston came up
with this new program, JAMIT
(Jump And Movement Initiative
Training) - it makes us feel
good about ourselves."

345-2466

-

JUDY'S HALLMARK SHOP

Tony Bennett

~
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lleyball
•from page l 2A
ville becaus~ a group of
rls from Jacksonville's
e to visit the campus.
as hoping to sign all of
said Sample. They were
. They knew each other
ourt and off.
designed our offense
Sue. She was very quick,
ive and a good passer.
good size and was an
t blocker for us. They
good group of kids, I'll
remember them," said

,

Friday, August 23, 1991

•$1.00 Mixes Drinks
•$1.50 Strawberry and Peach Daquiris
Margaritas
Mai Tai
Long Island Iced Tea
AT E.L.KRACKERS
THE BAR WITH GUTS! WHERE YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN NEXT!

1405 4th St., Charleston

348-8387
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Grid squad captains selecte
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

SHANNON THOMAS/Photo editor
Senior Brian Pindar practices his All-Gateway Conference punting
during practice Thursday at O'Brien Stadium.

Four of the 21 seniors on the
Eastern football roster have been
chosen by their teammates as captains for the 1991 season, which
will open with the Panthers hosting Lock Haven University
(Pennsylvania) Aug. 31.
Safety Tony Farrell, tailback
Jamie Jones, linebacker Mike
Settles and tight end Tim Moore
were the four selected by their
peers. Farrell, a two-year starter
from Indianapolis, leads an inexperienced secondary after being
selected as a preseason AllGateway Football Conference first
teamer.
Fifth-year head coach Bob
Spoo said the squad had plenty of
quality athletes to choose from
when it made its selection.
"Although there are a number
of outstanding seniors, the team
made an excellent choice in
selecting these four," said Spoo,
who has amassed a 24-22 record
in his first four seasons.
"Th.eir work ethic is remark-

Jacksonville pair lead spikers
does not have full function and
Staff writer
still effects her game. "She can't
set. She got called a couple times
Three years ago, Eastern volley- for a bad set in club (volleyball).
ball coach Betty Ralston landed We're working with her so she
two freshmen recruits, Beth can direct blocks and hits."
Foster and Susie Green, from a
The following summer Green
Jacksonville High School team again had surgery on the wrist. It
which won the Illinois High healed in time for her to play her
School State Championship.
sophomore year, therefore she
Now, Ralston hopes their win- was red-shirted. She has three
ning background will carry years of eligibility remaining.
through the upcoming volleyball
Foster is the second tallest
season, as the pair will be looked player on the team. Her five-footupon as key forces in the Lady . eleven-inch frame allows her to
Panther lineup.
excel as a blocker. She returns
Green was red-shirted last sea- this season with a full year of
son due to an injury to her right playing experience.
hand and wrist. The summer
Ralston said coming from the
before coming to Eastern Green same volleyball background,
had surgery on the wrist, but it Foster and Green have the same
was not 100 percent by the time basic skills. Although their basics
season started. She did, however, are the same, they are different on
still play her first year at Eastern.
the court.
Ralston said Green's wrist still
"They are really opposites.
By KEITH FARROLL

Beth's a middle hitter, Sue's an
outside hitter. Sue is small and
quick and has real good jumping
ability and a quick arm swing,"
said Ralston. "Beth has long fingers and is a good blocker. Her
strong suit is her defense. We 're
working with her to be more of a.n
offensive threat."
Jacksonville, which was the
first.downstate team to win the
state championship, produced
another fine product who signed
with Eastern - Jen Aggertt.
Ralston said that through recruiting Aggert, she got to know
Jacksonville coach Larry Sample.
"If you know the coach and
what he's doing for the team, it
makes it easier to go back to
him," said Ralston. "The best
recruiting tool is go back where
there has been success."
Ralston had her hands full in
•Continued on page JJA

Bennett shines in Pan Am Games
By DON O'BRIEN
Associate sports editor

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay star guard
Tony Bennett spent his summer vacation a bit differently than the rest of his Mid-Continent Conference
colleagues.
Bennett, last year's Mid-Con Basketball Player of
the Year, was a member of the bronze medal winning Pan American team that recently completed
play in Havana, Cuba.
He started all seven games, averaged 6.1 points
per game, led the team in assists (23) and finished
second in steals (15) on the U.S. team that's only
setback came against Puerto Rico in the semifinals.
"It was a great experience," said Bennett in a telephone interview Thursday. "I thought I played well
and it helped my game and my confidence. It was
good to know that I could play with those guys and
fit in."
,
Bennett wasn't the only one impressed with his
play during the games. USA head coach Gene
Keady gave Bennett rave reviews on what he did for
the team.
"Tony has a great attitude. He knows the fundamentals and is a great ballhandler and dribbler," said
Keady, who coaches for the Purdue Boilermakers.
"He just started to get his offense down near the end

of the tournament. He was tentative to shoot the ball
at first and wanted to spread the ball around more." .
With international basketball rules being different
than those used in the U.S., Bennett expressed that
the basketball he played was different than what he
plays during the regular season.
"The international game is totally different," he
said. "Here (in the U.S.) I'm playing against people
that are my same age. But in international competition, the guys we are playing against are professionals who are 28 to 30-years-old and have played
together for five or IO years."
With a team full of players from bigger athletic
conferences such as the Big Ten, Big East and
Atlantic Coast, Bennett showed what kind of talent
is in the Mid-Continent.
Keady, whose Boilermakers are always in the
hunt for the Big Ten title, said that he wasn't surprised by what Bennett did for the team.
"I really enjoyed working with Tony," said Keady.
"He's a nice guy, who I could count on in any situation and he came through for the team when we
needed him to."
As a result of their upset loss to Puerto Rico, this
marked the fifth time in a row that the U.S. has
walked away from international competition with-

* Continued on page llA

Mike Settles

able. They along with the other
seniors in the program will set a
fine example for the younger
players in the program."
Jones, ·who joins Farrell as a
preseason All-Gateway performer,
is sixth on the all-time Eastern
rushing list with 2,063 yards. The
5-7, 160-pounder, from Kevil,
Ken., is an All-American candi-

date as he prepares for his
season.
Jones was the leading
pose runner in the Gatewa
season and ranked fifth nati
with 146.3 yards per gam
has also earned second-te
conference honors the pa
seasons.
Settles, a 6-2, 225-po
cracked the starting lineup
way through last season, b
still third on the team in
with 98. He averaged 15
per game as a starter with
of 20 against Western Kent
"It was a big honor,"
said of being selected. "It
that your fellow players be ·
you. If they use you as
model you've got to be o
best behavior."
Moore, an Evansville,
product, is the fourth co-c
He has caught 56 passes
career and has been a s
the fourth game of his fr
season. He leads all tigh
with a 9.2 yard average per

Alumni Soccer Garn
Saturday at Lakesid
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Ten years ago Eastern 's soccer program jumped into the
national spotlight when it finished third in the NCAA
Division I National Tournament.
Now the Panthers are back
to compete in the 18th annual
Miklovic Al1umni Game at 2
p.m. Saturday at Lakeside
Field against remaining alumni.
The 1981 team accomplished
the feat in its first season of
NCAA Division I competition
and finished the season with a
19-2-2 record. The team broke
a number of school and individual records along the way.
Damien Kelly, who will be
playing in the game, scored a
record 21 goals and goalie ~ric
Hartman notched 16 shutouts.
Team records that were broken included most wins _(l9),
most shutouts (17) and fewest
goals allowed (8).
Kelly
and
Agyeman
Prempeh were selected as first
team All-Americans, Albert
Adade - who will not be able
to compete because he is
recovering from knee surgery was chosen as an All-Mideast
performer, and was Eastern 's
last All-American, when he
won the award in 1984.
Silvano Corazza scored eight
goals for the '81 squad and
competed for the West team in
the Senior Bowl.
Schellas Hyndman is back to
coach his team. In 1981 he won
just about every coaching
award there was, including the
National Soccer Coaches
Association Coach of the Year.
Hyndman had a seven-year
coaching record of 98-24-10.
He has since moved on to

Southern Methodist.
Competing for the
alumni team will be Eas
head coach Cizo Mosni
rent St. Louis Storm p
Greg Muhr, former
Continent Most Val
Player Garry Laidla
Eastern's first All-Ame
Gerardo Pagnani.
Mosnia (1971-74),
seven year 64-42-15 r
was the first Eastern pl
make it to the profes
level. He was a member
Chicago Sting of the
American Soccer Leagu
his career at Eastern end
Muhr was the third
selected in the Major
Soccer League's draft i
and is currently playing
Storm. He was the anc
the Panther defense i
when Eastern allowe
0.97 goals per game.
Laidlaw, who had 29
with I 0 goals and nine
in 18 games during hi
season, was also a thr
All-Midwest Region s
and three-time membe
Mid-Con - team. He
goals and 24 assists
career at Eastern. The
squad was 37-21-1
Laidlaw while capturi
Mid-Con championship
Pagnani was recently
ed into the Eastern
Fame and holds the
record for most assi
game with five back i
He is now the head c
Fremd High School in
The I 991 Eastern
squad will see their fir
of the season when it c
in an intrasquad contes
an extended intermissi
alumni game.

